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HIGH PRECISION ABSOLUTE DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-

SECTION MEASUREMENTS FOR PROTON-PROTON ELASTIC

SCATTERING AT 491.9,575.5,641.6, 728.2, AND 793.0 MeV

by

Anthony Joe Simon

ABSTRACT

The proton-proton absolute elastic differential cross section, opp(9),

has been measured at incident proton beam energies of 491.9, 575.5,

641.6, 728.2, and 793.0 MeV at laboratory scattering angles of ~15° to

~42° with a total uncertainty on the order of 1%. The measurements

were made at the Clinton P. Anderson Los Alamos Meson Physics

Facility (L AMPF) and employed a new beam counting technique which

provided a better overall beam normalization compared to previous

experiments of this type. The cross section was measured with CH,

targets and a primary liquid, LH2, target to determine the uncertainties

in some systematic corrections. Extreme care was taken to reduce

individual systematic errors to less than 0.5%.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Nucleon-nucleon interactions at medium energies have been studied for many

years and the most successful approach to their being understood comes from phase-

shift analyses which provide the meeting ground between experiment and theory. The

most successful theoretical approaches to understanding the strong nuclear force are

the potential models and dispersion relations. The pp elastic differential cross sec-

tion is one of the most fundamental observables for the phase-shift analyses. Several

databases exist which contain experimental information used for phase-shift analysis

(PSA),1"3 which in turn leads to the amplitudes that describe the interactions be-

tween nucleons. The cross section enters the phase-shift analysis through the relation

a{9) * X -— bilinear combination of amplitudes, where X is 1.0 or a spin-observable.4

Hence, our knowledge of the phase shifts depends critically on how well the pp cross

section is measured.

The total inelastic cross section is calculated as the difference between the total

and elastic cross sections and since the total cross section is well known,5"10 knowledge

of the elastic cross section will provide the information needed to arrive at the total

inelastic cross section. The inelasticities in the phase shifts will then be further

constrained.

Furthermore, many nuclear cross sections are normalized directly or indirectly to

the pp elastic cross section, especially in experiments where it is difficult to determine

the beam normalization with calibrated ion chambers or Faraday cups. Therefore,

good pp cross section information is vital to these experiments.

Another outcome from an accurate cross section measurement is a good de-

termination of the pion nucleon coupling constant which can be extracted with a

This dissertation follows the style of Physical Review C.



procedure developed by Chew.11 The accurate measurement of <r(0) is one part of

the complete detennination of the phase slufts which in turn can produce the ten

separate scalar amplitudes needed to determine the pion-nucleon coupling constant,

9*-

Previous Experiments

Until recently, it has been widely assumed that the pp elastic cross section is

well known. Table I is an extensive list of the pp cross sections in the energy range of

interest which date bfc<& to 1954. However, upon closer inspection the cross section is

measured to only a few percent in the best case with most of the data near or above a

10% uncertainty. Furthermore, some cross section data used in PSA databases which

are taken as absolute, are in fact, normalized to previous experiments or to cross

sections extracted from PSA programs. Some of the experimental data used in some

PSAs and listed in Table I are questionable because of the normalization procedure

used, or the uncertainties are in question because of systematic errors later discovered.

As an example, Albrow's data12 were included in Arndt's PSA as absolute; however,

Albrow stated that the experiment does not provide a proper, absolute normalization

of the differei-'.ial cross section. The normalization procedure involved total elastic

cross sections, <rtot, which were data extracted from MacGregor13'14 and Alexander.15

Albrow estimated an overall 10% systematic uncertainty which was combined with

the statistical uncertainty of about 1 - 2% for the data of that experiment.

Other relative measurements of the pp elastic cross section were made by

Garqon,16 Aebischer,17 Berdoz,18 Hoffmann,19 and Barlett,20 with some of Pauletta's

data x also being a relative measurement. Garcpn's data were normalized to the

Saclay-Geneva phase-shift analysis42 at 708 MeV and 90° c. m. Aebischer estimated

the normalization of the cross section data from fits using the phase-shift parameter-

ization (which is model-dependent) and the normalization was determined mainly by

the Coulomb part of the distribution. Berdoz made measurements at SIN and nor-

malized those data to previous work by Chatelain et al?2 Chatelain's experiment was

an absolute measurement of the cross section, but may underestimate the accuracy



Table I. Previous pp elastic differential cross section data which include measure-
ments in the energy range from 450 to 900 MeV. Except where specifically
indicated, column 3 lists the relative or point-to-point uncertainty range
for the given experiments. The entries in column 4 are the overall normal-
ization uncertainty. Column 5 indicates the renormalization of the given
experimental data with respect to phase shift predictions (FA92) of Arndt
et at.1 from the interactive Scattering Analysis Interactive Dial-in (SAID)
program. A f indicates that this uncertainty was taken from Table 3.1 from
Anderson41 as the information is not readily available from the original ar-
ticles. An * indicates that the normalization uncertainty is included in
the relative uncertainty. A $ indicates that the renormalization was made
relative to the SAID predictions; however, as the data are not included in
the database, the SAID renormalization procedure was not used. A ** in-
dicates that the data provided from these sources were only in a graphical
nature; therefore a renormalization was not possible.

Energy
(MeV)

335-1958
508-1203
285-572
529-582
497.5
796
796

516-582
450,500

796

647,800
501-832
460-657
516-857
470-873
175-1091
460-660
648-992
648,992
665-831

831
460-657
590,800

582

660

Angle
(• c. m.)

43-90
90

4-22
30-90
6-90
6-90
1-11
90
90

3-15

23-90
34-86
30-90
22-89
23-90
6-90
30-90
7-18
4-10
51-89
48-90
5-90
28-90

15-90

7-30

Uncert.
(%)

5 — 31
1 —4
1 —6
2 — 5

2
1 —4
2 — 6

1
1

2 — 5

3 — 10
2 — 7
5 —10f

5 — 21
4 — 25

13 — 20
2 — 5
2 — 5
2 — 11
5 — 7
2 — 3
6 — 10
6 — 10+

2 — 4

4 - 1 1 +

Norm.
(%)

*

*
*
1
2
5
5
1
2
3
•

3
10
*

3-6
3

4 — 5
2
3
9
7
10
20

6

10-12

Renorm.
(%)

_ 3

+3 — +7
- 5 — +18
+4-+7

+2
+9
+9

+1-+5
+3
+8

-8 , -7*
-6 — -24

**

0-+1
- 4 — + 5

_ 1
- 2

0 — + 3
- 3 , - 2

-17 — -7
+11
+3
**

- 5 *
+3*

Ref.

Albrow17

Gargon16

Aebischer17

Berdoz18

Hoffmann19

Barlett20

Pauletta21

Chatelain22

Ottewell23

Irom24

Willard25

Abe26

Mescheriakov27

Shimizu28

Ryan29

Guzhavin30

Nikitin31

Dobrovolsky32

Velichko33

Williams34

Kammerud35

Bogachev36'37

Smith38

Boschitz39

Bogomolov40



of the beam normalization; that technique will be discussed shortly. Hoffmann's data

were entered into Arndt's PSA as absolute, but Hoffmann normalized the cross sec-

tion to Ottewell.23 Barlett measured the relative cross section at 800 MeV with a 1%

statistical uncertainty with no estimate of the systematic uncertainties. About half

of Pauletta's data were incorrectly included in Arndt's database as absolute. Some of

the data were taken with a polarized proton beam and normalized to the data taken

with an unpolarized beam lrom the same experiment. These data have about a 2 to

5% statistical uncertainty with a 5% absolute uncertainty.

A major difficulty in absolute cross section measurements has been the de-

termination of the number of beam particles passing through the target. Barrett43

investigated beam normalization at LAMPF in 1975 and reported on the construction

of three devices for measuring beam current: a Faraday cup, a secondary emission

monitor, and an ion chamber. Only the Faraday cup measures the absolute beam

intensity; however, the Faraday cup can be used to calibrate the other devices. This

Faraday cup was used in two pp cross section measurements.

Irom24 made a forward angle (3 to 15° c. m.) measurement of the cross section

at 796 MeV. In his thesis,44 a 3% uncertainty for the beam normalization was justified

from the design report.43 However, the reliability of the Faraday cup was already in

question"5 with regard to charge leakage in the co-axial cables contributing as much

as a 10% uncertainty. This estimate in the uncertainty was obtained with an ion

chamber also used in the earlier experiment. By the time of Irom's experiment, the

performance of tlte Faraday cup was believed to have deteriorated further. Charge

leakage would cause an underestimate of the beam normalization and a reported

cross section that was larger than it should be. Recent PSAs show that these data

are about 7% too large.

Willard also used this Faraday cup to measure beam current in conjunction

with an ion chamber; the data were only used when the results from the Faraday cup

and the ion chamber disagreed by no more than 2%. Another more serious problem

resulted in these data now being omitted from PSAs, The problem is traced to the

live-time procedure. According to Anderson,41 an Ortec 439 current integrator was



used to sample the electronic busy signal. Later tests showed that the digitized pulses

from the integrator were delayed, so sampling often occurred after the end of the

LAMPF macro-pulse (500 (is at the time of the experiment). This mismeasurement

of the live time resulted in a low cross section values.

Within the last decade, two measurements22'23 have reported uncertainties on

the order of 1% for energies from 400 to 500 MeV. In 1982, Chatelain et alP measured

the pp differential cross section at 90° c. m. from 516 to 582 MeV with quoted

uncertainties of 0.7% to 1.3%. However, these data might be too high by as much as

5%. The data which will be presented in this dissertation were taken using a beam-

counting technique similar to the procedure used for Chatelain's experiment. The

two procedures will be discussed in more detail in the conclusion. In 1984, Ottewell

et al.2Z made cross section measurements at 90° c. m. at 450 and 500 MeV with

a quoted uncertainty of 1.8%. The cross section values reported in that work were

normalized to the total charge collected by a Faraday cup; in fact, the Faraday cup

was assumed to have detected all the beam charge. An internal consistency of 0.5%

was maintained between the Faraday cup and the pp elastic telescope, but no estimate

of the systematic uncertainty was given for the cup. Two other beam monitors (a

secondary-emission monitor (SEM) and a polarimeter) were also employed for that

experiment, but could only be trusted to about 2%. To check the beam normalization

reliability, a data point was taken at 500 MeV with a 3-counter transmission telescope

as well as the Faraday cup. Due to poor geometry, a 3% uncertainty was estimated

for this data point.

The intent of the present dissertation is to provide highly accurate data points

over a wide angular range at several energies near and above 500 MeV.

Phase-Shift Analysis

Phase-shift analysis plays a key role in the understanding of nuclear scattering,

and hence, the strong nuclear force; therefore, a certain amount of theoretical formal-

ism is required. The mathematical approach used here is based on derivations found

in Schiff. A non-relativistic approach will be used, because it demonstrates most of



the necessary physics for scattering theory. Discussions of the Coulomb contribution

and of the contributions of six scattering amplitudes which completely determine the

phase shifts are covered elsewhere.46

In general, the Schrodinger equation describes the interaction of particles mov-

ing in a potential field and is written as:

* V2u(f) + V(r)u(r) = £„(*), (1)

in the center-of-momentum (c. m.) system. The factor h is Planck's constant, (i is

the reduced mass, V(r) is the potential, and u(r) is the wave function describing the

system. The total energy, E, can be regarded as the kinetic energy of a particle with

reduced mass, /j , and a relative speed, v, scattering from a fixed potential, V.

One feature of elastic scattering is that E, is positive; a negative value for E

corresponds to bound states. Furthermore, for elastic scattering, the potential is real

rather than complex.

The radial potential results in a solution of Eq. (1) which is separable as u(r) =

R(r)P(8)$(<f>). The azimuthal symmetry of the problem eliminates the 4> dependence

and reduces Eq. (1) to two separate differential equations:

and

where A is a separation constant of the two equations.

The angular equation, Eq. (3), can be transformed into Legendre's differential

equation with the substitution of v — cos 0:

1 [ ( 1 - , ' ) £ ] + A, = 0, (4)
which has solutions that are the Legendre Polynomials, Pi(v), with A = 1(1 + 1) for

1 = 0,1,2,3, . . .



A simplification of the radial equation, Eq. (2), can be written with the substi-

tution R(r) = 2&1 and letting fc2 = ^ and U(r) =

(5)

With this new definition of R(r) and the already determined solution to the polar

equation, the overall solution, u(f)i to the Schrodinger equation, Eq. (1), is:

(6)

1=0

where the coefficients, a,[, are determined from boundary conditions.

The radial equation, Eq. (5), has a solution xi(r) which can only be found when

a potential is known; nevertheless, some statements about the asymptotic behavior

of the wave function can be made. The wave function for elastic scattering can be

represented far from the scattering potential as the combination of a plane wave

(which represents unscattered particles) and a wave moving radially outward from

the target (which represents the scattered particles). This wave function is expressed

mathematically as:

Urn u{r,0) = A\eikrcos9 + T-1f{0)eikT], (7)
T—»0O L J

where symmetry about the z-ujcis, or beam direction, has been exploited to eliminate

<t> dependence. The scattering amplitude, /(#), is the angular distribution of the

scattered particles and is of particular interest as the differential scattering cross

section can be written as:

An asymptotic solution of Eq. (5) with U(r) —> 0 involves the spherical Hankel

functions, h\ (fcr) and h\ (kr), which are defined in terms of the spherical Bessel

functions, ji(kr) and n/(Jbr):



and

h?\kr)=jl(kr)-inl(kr).

With these definitions, the asymptotic solution of Eq. (5) becomes:

Xi{kr) = r\ht (fcr) + q/ij (fcr) .

Furthermore, the coefficients, q, can be written in complex notation as q = exp[2i5j];

Eq. (6) then becomes:

oo

lim u(r, 6) = ^ oj[fc|2)(fcr) + e^'fcp^fcr)] Pj(cos 6). (8)

The spherical Hankel functions also have limiting values as r —> oo, which are:

= — expji [fcr - - ( / + 1)TTJ }lim

and

With these asymptotic expressions, the solution to Eq. (1) becomes:

fon^ u(r, fl) = f ; ^(fcr)-1 [e-
itfe'-3('+i)'+« + c^-*('+i)*+«il] p,(cos

or

1
r)'1 sin[kr - -lit + ̂ ]P,(cos 6), (9)

J=o

with bt = aieiSl.



An asymptotic expansion can also be found for Eq. (7). An expansion of e* r COB

is found to be:47

e
ikrcos6 = (10)

1=0

and the asymptotic form of j'j(fcr) is:

lim jt{kr) = — cos[*r - - ( / + 1)*].
r—>oo KT Z

With the substitution of these expansions into Eq. (7), the resulting series can be

compared with Eq. (9) to determine the scattering amplitude, f(0). The result is:

0000

f(6) = (2ik)~l ^ ( 2 / + 1) (e2'*' - l ) P,(cos 6). (11)
1=0

Hence, the differential cross section becomes:

oo

a(6) = {k)~2\ J](2/ + l)e"'sin^P,(cos0)|2. (12)
1=0

The phase shifts, £j, are the only undetermined terms and provide the meeting

ground for experiment and theory. These phase shifts are merely the difference in

phase between the asymptotic form of the radial solutions, RI(T), of the Schrodinger

equation and the asymptotic form of the radial functions, ji(kr).

Of course, this representation of <r{6) is only true for uncharged, spin-0 particles

scattering off spin-0 particles. The more general solution for spin-|-spin-| scattering

has six amplitudes

The aj are the amplitudes of the various spin states in the incident plane wave. There

is a concomitant increase in the number of phase parameters, now characterized by

the angular momentum L, the spin S, and the total angular momentum J. The

differential cross section is related to the matrix elements, M{j, by:
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<9) = \\Mn\2 + ^|Moo|2 + ^|M55|2 + ^|M10|
2 + ^|M01|2 + \\M,-,\\ (13)

The subscripts, 1, 0, —1, and 5, refer to the three triplet states (Sz — +1,0,-1)

and to the singlet state, respectively. The matrix elements completely describe the

scattering process. The scattering amplitudes, /i, for the final spin states are functions

of ^ as well as 6, because the scattering is not symmetric about the axis defined by

the momentum of the incoming particle. The Mij have forms similar to the relation

for f(6) in Eq. (11), now in terms of the LSJ phase parameters. In fact, M55 is equal

to twice the summation in Eq. (11) over even values of /, where the Si are now the

singlet phase shifts.46

In general, an initial choice of the phase shifts is made and the unpolarized

differential cross section is calculated from Eq. (13) and the results are compared

with existing experimental data in the form of a chi-squared test. Stepwise alterations

of the phase shifts are made in the direction of decreasing x2 a n ^ the procedure is

repeated until the x2 is minimized. The results are then compared with predictions

from current theories.

The beam energies for the present experiment are above the pion-production

threshold. Below the pion-production threshold, the phases are real; above this en-

ergy, the loss of elastic-scattering probability due to pion-production channels can be

accommodated simply by letting the phase shifts become complex.48'49 The number

of contributing phase shifts can be estimated from the equation b — r^ - , where b

is the range of forces (about 2 fm for non-OPEC (One-Pion-Exchange Contribution)

forces), Pc.m. is the relative momentum in the center-of-momentum frame, and L is the

orbital angular momentum. The non-OPEC, phase-shift magnitudes are significant

up to about L « 8 for 800 MeV beam protons.

Potential Theory

A close look at the strong nuclear force reveals that it is characterized by two

main features: (1) The force is a short range force (< 4 fm) and (2) it is a strong
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force relative to the other known forces (particularly the Coulomb force which ie

also relevant on the nuclear scale). These features are evident in a nuclear potential

defined by Yukawa50'61 which can be written as:

V(r)=gl~F(T,<r), (14)

where l//x = 1.4 fm is the pion Compton wavelength. The function F(r,<r) is a

matrix function dependent on the spin and isospin of the nucleons of interest and will

be described shortly. The factor g%/tic is defined as the square of the pion-nucleon

coupling constant and is on the order of 14. The relative strength of this potential

can be seen from a comparison with the photon-proton coupling constant which is

described as e2/he = 1/137 for Coulomb interactions.

The complete one-pion exchange potential results from Eq. (14) when the spin

and isospin components are included. The equation takes the form:

where m , is the pion mass and M is the nucleon mass. The spin interaction is taken

into account by the Pauli spin matrices, <ra and cri, for nucleons a and b, respectively.

The factor, 5aj is given by:

Sab = 3((ra • r)(<r6 • r) - <ro • <rb,

where f is a unit vector along the separation distance, r. Isospin is represented in the

equation by ra and 77, for nucleons a and b, respectively.

A discussion of the complete nucleon-nucleon potential can be found in a paper

by Machleidt et a/.52 This potential has been shown to agree with the phase-shift

analysis up to pion-production threshold and only describes the nucleon-nucleon,

NN, interaction for separation distances greater than 1 fm. The potential described
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in that work includes a two-pion-exchange term, a three-pion-exchange term, an u>-

exchange term, and higher order terms. The most general form of the complete

nucleon-nudeon potential is written:

V = v<0>

with

V« = V® + ygl, • S + V^

with the superscript, i, indicating the isospin of each potential term. The orbital

angular momentum operator of the system i sL = r x ( j j V . With these definitions,

the potential has five terms for each isospin case: The central potential,Vc; the spin-

orbit potential, V ^ ; the tensor potential, Vj?'; the spin-spin potential, VaJ\ and the

quadratic spin-orbit potential, VQ.
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CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The elastic differential cross section can be written as:

^ = - * _ (15)
do stAn' v '

where Y represents the corrected yield of scattered protons into a solid angle Afi, the

factor B is the corrected beam particle normalization, and t is the areal density of

the target measured in particles/mb. The differential cross section varies significantly

with the incident beam energy and scattering angle; therefore both need to be well

determined. Additionally, systematic effects such as detector efficiencies, computer

live times, and beam and scattered particle attenuation have to be measured accu-

rately, since they enter the cross section equation directly as multiplicative factors in

B and Y. Background subtraction is made into a multiplicative factor as Cj = 1 — B^,

where Bk is the relative amount of background measured as part of the scattering

yield. Thus the corrected yield is related to the measured yield by the equation:

where YQ is the measured yield, Cj is the background correction factor, AB is the

scattered particle attenuation, and Ci is the live time correction. The factors ea and

em are the scintillator and wire chamber efficiencies, respectively. The corrected beam

normalization factor is related to the measured value through the equation:

B0CBAB

where BQ is the number of beam protons counted by the beam detection system, CB

is a corrective factor based on Poisson statistics for multiple hits (See Appendix A),

is the beam transmission factor, and EB is the overall beam counter efficiency.
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The experiment to measure the pp elastic differential cross section was per-

formed with the external proton beam line (EPB) in the Medium Resolution Spec-

trometer (MRS) area at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF).

Data were obtained at the five nominal accelerator proton beam energies of 497,

581, 647, 733, and 798 MeV and laboratory angles from roughly 15° to 42° which

correspond to ~ 33° to ~ 90° in the center-of-momentum (c. m.) reference frame

depending on the incident beam energy. The angular range of the experiment was

limited by physical restrictions of the experimental area.

The Accelerator

A polarized negatively charged hydrogen beam (P~ ) was produced by a Lamb-

shift ion source53 inside the high-voltage terminal of a Cockcroft-Walton generator.

The particles were accelerated to 750 keV and injected into the main linac of the

LAMPF accelerator. The accelerator also supplied two unpolarized proton beams,

H+ and H~ , to experimental areas. The H+ protons were accelerated during the

same macropulse of 840/zs duration with the P~ particles while the H~ particles were

accelerated during alternate macropulses. During a given macropulse, particles were

accelerated down the linac by a radio-frequency (rf) electric field. Each micropulse

was 0.25 ns wide at 798 MeV and occurred with a frequency of 201.25 MHz; the

width was slightly larger at lower energies due to the longer drift space. For a more

detailed description of the acceleration process see the LAMPF internal paper by

Livingston.54

Once through the acceleration stage, a beam particle then drifted through a

beam switchyard where it proceeded down the appropriate beam line to the experi-

mental areas. The P~ beam was sent down line X while the H+ and H~ beams were

sent down lines A and D, respectively. In line X, some P~ particles were stripped

of their electrons by a variable-aperture pinhole stripper foil. This proton beam pro-

ceeded as a P + beam down line B where its polarization was measured by a pair

of beam-line polarimeters. These polarimeters were separated by a bending magnet

to allow a measurement of all three spin components of the beam polarization. The
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unstripped P~ ions continued to a spin precession system where vthey were converted

to P + and were directed into the external proton beam line (EPB). This beam was

subsequently focused with pairs of quadrupole magnets which delivered a beam-spot

size of a few millimeters in diameter and a divergence of less than 0.1 mr onto the

target. The beam position was continuously monitored about 76 cm upstream of the

target center to ±1 mm with an insertable strip-ion chamber. Occasionally, the beam

was deliberately steered off-center of the target to determine the range of acceptance

of the beam on target. It was determined that the beam could be as much as 9 mm

off-center with little discernible (1.5%) change in the cross seccion as measured over

the chamber acceptance. This deviation was slightly more than one standard devia-

tion which is comparable to the obtained statistics. Data runs made with the beam

steered off-center by 5 mm show less than 0.6% deviation in the cross section from the

beam-centered average. A data run was taken with the beam 1.8 cm from off-center

and the cross section then deviated from the beam-centered average by 7.8%. This

deviation was a clear indication that a significant amount of the beam missed the

target. The beam position on target was checked at the start of each data run and

was determined to be within 1 mm of the target center.

The polarization of the P~ beam was initially selected at the ion source to be

normally polarized (N-spin) which corresponded to an upward oriented spin in the

lab frame. As the purpose of this experiment was to measure the unpolarized cross

section, a polarization of the beam on target was generally selected to be longitu-

dinally polarized (L-spin) with the spin direction parallel to the momentum vector.

This polarization state of the beam was prepared with a superconducting solenoid

which precessed the polarization from N-spin to S-spin (sideways in the lab) and

three horizontal bending magnets that precessed the spin to the longitudinal direc-

tion. Furthermore, the polarization of the beam was changed every few minutes from

Normal (spin aligned with the selected polarization axis) to Quenched (unpolarized)

and then to Reverse (spin anti-aligned with the polarization axis) which allowed the

polarization effects to be averaged out. Occasionally, a normally polarized (N-spin)

beam on target was used to better determine the absolute angle and the detector
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geometry from the fact that the pp elastic analyzing power is zero at 90° c. m. Of

course, when N-spin beam was needed the solenoid was not used and a normally

polarized beam was not precessed by the bending magnets.

An additional advantage of the use of several magnets for the spin precession

was the insured purity of the beam. The first bending magnet of the precession system

steered the beam through a thin mylar stripper to convert P~ particles to P+. The

other two bending magnets were tuned to only steer P + particles towards the EPB

line.

The energy of the beam was measured to slightly better than 1 MeV with the

High Resolution Spectrometer (HRS) and was based on a beam energy calibration

of the HRS magnets, the known central field strength of the magnets, and elastic

scattering from a thin lead target. The beam energy was measured at the same time

that this experiment was performed and found to be within 0.5 MeV of the nominal

accelerator values for three energies. Since the difference between the HRS and EPB

lines was just a few magnets (which did not affect particle energies) and a thin foil

stripper, the energies were expected to be the same for both lines. The nominal and

measured beam energies used in this experiment are listed in Table II. Note that

only three energies were measured with the HRS; however, due to good agreement

with the nominal energies, the other energies were assumed to be within the quoted

uncertainty of their nominal values.

As verification of these beam energy measurements, the settings from beam-line

magnets were compared. The settings for 581.1 MeV scaled to the 647.0 MeV settings

by a factor of 1.0692 ±0.0004 with the uncertainty being the standard deviation from

measurements using several beam lines. This is the expected ratio of the momenta

associated with the two beam energies. The nominal 497 MeV setting scales to

the 581.1 MeV setting by 0.9097 ± 0.0008 which corresponds to a beam energy of

497.8 ±0.7 MeV. For the 733 MeV nominal beam energy less information is available,

as no adjacent beam lines were in use. Furthermore, beam tuning was poor at the

exit from the accelerator. The poor tuning and the fact that no adjacent beam lines

were used, resulted in only two beam-line components scaling sensibly with an energy
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of 735 ± 2 MeV. The calculation of the energy for the 798 MeV case had an even

larger uncertainty due to the same factors as the 733 MeV case. Other beam energy

measurements have been made at LAMPF from time to time. The energy of the beam

is dependent upon the tuning, but is generally believed to be stable to about ±1 MeV.

Measurements have been made over the years with the HRS. Hoffmann reported

497.5 ± 0.5 MeV for the nominal 496.7 MeV beam energy. Irom,44 Bevington,65 and

McNaughton56 reported 796 ± 2 MeV for the nominal 798 MeV case. The 2 MeV

uncertainty was considered conservative at the time because the beam energy was

believed to be 800 MeV. Two measurements have been made with the Neutron Time

Of Flight (NTOF) path at LAMPF. The results were 494.3±0.6 MeV for the nominal

496.7 MeV setting and 795 ± 1 MeV for the 798 MeV setting. The uncertainty for

the NTOF measurements does not include the effect of the rebuncher which could

account for the 2 MeV energy shift. The 798 MeV setting is believed to be controlled

to 797 ± 1 MeV by the requirements of the Proton Storage Ring (PSR) at LAMPF.

Precise measurements of the beam energy were made in the EPB line at the

High Resolution Atomic Beam Facility (HIRAB), downstream of the area where the

cross section data were taken. MacArthur57 reported a value for /3 = 0.84103±0.00007

which corresponded to 797.0 ± 0.3 MeV for an unstripped H~ beam. The stripped

proton beam would then have an energy of 796.1 ± 0.3 MeV. Mohagheghi58 reported

13 = 0.84109 ± 0.00002 corresponding to 797.3 ±0.1 MeV for the unstripped beam

and thus 796.1 ±0.1 MeV for stripped protons.

Included in Table II are the calculated energies at the center of the main target

which were determined from energy loss considerations. Due to the thickness of the

target, an energy loss of about 6.6 to 8.0 MeV depending on beam energy occurred

across the target length, dictating that an average energy in the target be used for

the final input to the analysis. An estimated beam energy uncertainty of ±1 MeV

is assumed for all final energies used. The uncertainty is the standard deviation of
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Table II. Nominal and measured beam energies and target center energies. The
* indicates that the measurement was calculated from beam-line magnet
scaling parameters. The f indicates that the measurement is the nominal
beam energy.

Nominal (MeV)

497
581
647
733
798

Measured (MeV)

497.8 ± 0.5*
581.1 ±0.1
647.0 ± 0.2
733.4 ± 1.0*
798.0 ± 0.5

Target Center

491.9
575.5
641.6
728.2
793.0

the difference between the measured and nominal beam energies, and thereibte, is a

conservative estimate of the beam energy uncertainty.

Detector Configuration

The data were acquired with the two detector systems shown in Fig. 1. The

counters B1-B4 measured the beam intensity incident on the target as well as the

beam attenuation. The two-armed detector array counted the number of particles

scattered into a given solid angle from the target at a scattering angle, 6, determined

by the detectors.

The beam counting system consisted of three scintillators located upstream of

the target in the beam path; a fourth scintillator was placed downstream of the target

to measure beam particle attenuation by the target and B1-B3.

The scattered particle detection system was made up of three types of detectors:

scintillator hodoscopes, multi-wire proportional chambers (MWPCs), and multi-wire

drift chambers (MWDCs). These detectors were mounted on detector stands which

were attached to a pivot directly under the target center. The pivot arms were

designed so that the center of the forward (left) detector stand could be moved from

about 17° to 90° and the center of the backward (right) arm from about 30° to 90°.

Also, the design allowed for the entire detector array on each arm to be kept as
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Proton Beam

FIG. 1. The detector configuration.

close to the target as possible for the given angular setting to maximize the angular

acceptance of the chamber system.

The two hodoscopes labelled SL and SR, each comprised of X and Y planes

of overlapping scintillators, were part of the main event trigger system for the scat-

tered and recoil particles. The four highly efficient MWPCs (labelled M1-M4) each

contained X and Y planes of wires, and determined the scattered and recoil particle
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trajectories, as well as the scattering yields. The six MWDCs (labelled Ji-Je), which

also contained X and Y planes of wires, were used to measure the MWPC efficiencies,

and also to cross-check the trajectories of the particles.

The Beam Normalization

One major difference between this experiment and previous measurements of

the pp elastic differential cross section was in the technique used to determine the

absolute beam normalization. Many previous experiments made use of Faraday cups

and ion chambers,24 or relied on earlier experiments for a normalization factor.12""16

At best, these methods were reliable to several percent. The new method discussed

here was intended to count individual beam particles, making small corrections for

multiple beam particles in a single rf pulse. These corrections (OB) were established

with various coincidence measurements and Poisson statistics as given in Appendix A.

A more detailed description of this beam counting technique and theory is to be found

elsewhere.59'80

Three thin (1 mm thick), circular (38 mm diameter) scintillators made of Bi-

cron BC418 with a rise time of 0.5 ns, labelled Bi, B2, and B3 were placed 77, 68, and

58 cm upstream of the target center, respectively. The counters were generally better

than 99.5% efficient taken separately; however, taken as a majority of 2 out of 3, the

efficiency was better than 99.99%. The scintillators were connected to Hamamatsu

R2083 photomultiplier (PM) tubes which were selected because of their short rise

time (0.7 ns). Another major requirement of the experiment due to the 201.25 MHz

frequency of the rf signal from the LAMPF accelerator was that the scintillator sig-

nal had to recover in less than 5 ns. This short recovery time was achieved with

the addition of a 10 cm RG-223 coaxial clipping cable terminated with a 270 resis-

tor and attached to the output connector of each PM tube. This resistor and cable

ensured that the signal was returned to slightly above zero (Fig. 2) before the next

rf pulse arrived. The signals from each PM tube were transmitted to the counting

house via high quality (SLA 12-50J) coaxial cables used for their low attenuation
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FIG. 2. Typical signal from a beam scintillator: a) before and b) after clipping
added.

(5.05 dB/100 m at 400 MHz compared to 44 dB/100 m for RG-58C coaxial cable)

and higher transmission speed (94% of the speed of light versus 68% for RG-58C).

A fourth, 1 mm thick scintillator, B4, placed 113 cm down stream of the LH2

target and 30 cm downstream of the CH2 targets was used to measure the beam

attenuation in the target and beam scintillators. For 500 MeV, the diameter of the

scintillator B4 was the same as the other beam counters, but for the other energies

a larger diameter scintillator (51 mm) was used. This increase in size for B4 was

implemented to determine coulomb multiple scattering effects better.
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Scattered Particle Detection

The trigger for an event which corresponded to pp elastic scattering was initi-

ated by the pulses in coincidence from two double-planed scintillator hodoscopes, SL

and SR. The data system readout was triggered when three of the four scintillator

planes registered a hit concurrent with a beam macropulse and a polarization state

signal from the accelerator, provided the acquisition system was ready to receive data.

Each hodoscope consisted of three vertical (X plane) and four horizontal (Y plane)

scintillators which overlapped about 5 cm with the adjacent members; each hodoscope

covered an area of 72 cm by 58 cm in the X and Y directions of the detector array ref-

erence frame. Each scintillator had two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) connected by

light guides, one on each end of the scintillator. Signals were transmitted to electronic

modules in the counting house via RG-217 or equivalent coaxial cables.

Of the four multi-wire proportional counters (MWPCs) used in the experiment,

two of the chambers covered an effective area of 512 mm by 384 mm, while the area

of the other two was 816 mm by 624 mm. One small chamber and one large chamber

were used on each arm with the small chambers placed about 43 cm closer to the

target than the larger ones in each detector array. Typically, the small chamber was

placed about 80 cm to 136 cm from the target center for the forward detector arm

and the small chamber on the backward arm was placed 49 cm to 79 cm from the

target center depending upon the angular placement of the setup. Each chamber

was constructed of six rectangular sheets of G10 with a rectangular area cut from

the center. Each active plane either had a 6 /*m aluminized cathode sheet covering

the hole or was strung with parallel anode wires. The two end planes were covered

opaque sheets of mylar to contain the ionizing gas and to prevent light from entering

the chamber as much as possible. Each MWPC had two anode planes of parallel

wires, one with vertical wires (X-plane) and one with horizontal wires (Y-plane).

The wires for these planes were made of 20 /zm diameter gold plated tungsten with

the four berylium-copper end wires (two on each side) on each plane 51 fim and

102 fim. in diameter. These wires were larger to provide a more uniform electric
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field near the edges of the chambers. The wire spacing was nominally 2 mm for

each small chamber and 3 mm for the larger ones. The spacing was not precisely

uniform and corrections had to be made (see the analysis section on solid angle).

The anode planes were separated by 1.27 cm for the small chambers and 1.32 cm for

the larger ones with the aluminized mylar cathode planes sandwiched between. The

small chambers had 256 wires for the X-plane and 192 wires for the Y-plane while

the larger chambers had 272 and 208 wires for the X and Y planes, respectively. A

gas mixture of 67% Argon, 20% Isobutane, and 13% Argon-Freon 13B1 (2.0% Freon

13B1) mixture by volume, plus a trace of isopropyl alcohol vapor at 0° C was caused

to flow through the chambers at a rate which replenished the chamber gas every

few hours. The average separation between the MWPCs was 43.44 ± 0.03 cm and

43.59 ± 0.05 cm for the left and right detector arrays, respectively. These separation

distances were determined by three different measurements; two were made in the

experimental area with calibrated Vernier calipers and the third measurement was

made in an alignment shop with a transit. The angular orientation of the chambers

was also determined during the measurements. The front and back chambers of each

set were within 1.5 ± 2.5 mr and 3.0 ± 0.9 mr of being parallel for the left and right

arrays, respectively.

Each cathode plane of each MWPC was connected to ~ —3600 V for the small

chambers and ~ —2800 V for the large chambers to maximize efficiency at about

99.9% per plane. The anode sense wires were held at ground potential which provided

a uniform electric field over the extent of the chamber except close to the individual

wires. Wires from each plane were connected to low-level preamplifier cards mounted

on each chamber frame in groups of eight per preamplifier card. Each card contained

eight fast operational amplifiers and eight line drivers. Amplified signals traveled

through about 5 m of twisted pair ribbon cables to the electronic readout files where

the signal information was encode i and sent to the counting house.

The encoding system for the MWPCs is described in a lab internal report,61'62

but will be described here also. The encoding process started when a signal from a hit

wire was sent to a comparator card and if the signal height was greater than a certfiin
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threshold setting, a discriminator sent out a 80 ns wide square pulse. This signal

triggered a monostable multivibrator circuit (monodelay) that stayed on for 800 ns,

which was determined to be longer than the transmission time for the trigger signal

from the scintillators to reach the counting house and return to the file system. If the

scintillator trigger signal (also known as a write gate (~ 100 ns long)) was received

from the counting house and overlapped the trailing edge of the monodelay pulse,

a bistable register latch was set and each comparator card retained the information

about hit wires until the data had been read. The write gate was also sent to a MWPC

First in/First out (Fifo) interface module which started the readout cycle and issued

a busy signal to the trigger logic to prevent new events from being registered during

the readout process. If a write gate was not received at the end of the 800 ns pulse,

the monodelay was reset to zero and a hit in that particular wire was not registered.

Each comparator card was assigned eight wires and eight comparator cards were

assigned to a super module, each of which contained one encoder. When a comparator

card signal was latched in a register, the signal was sent to a priority encoder within

the super module. After a read signal was received by the encoder card the signals

were routed to the comparator cards in order of their physical position. Once an

encoder card was read, the read signs 1 was passed to the next encoder card and the

process repeated until all wire-hit data words were transmitted to the MWPC Fifo

interface module. Each data word contained the address of the hit in a chamber, in

terms of the file system, the super module, the comparator card, and the hit wire.

The MWPC Fifo interface module transferred data from the MWPC files to the

CAMAC63 Fifo module and it produced a busy signal which was sent to the event

trigger to prevent another event from being registered. The module also contained

delays to ensure that all file electronic latches were set and to allow all data to be

read into the Fifo interface module. The data words were read into CAMAC with the

last data word zero or null which indicated the end of the data stream. The number

of data words was limited to 16 (to limit dead time) and if the number of data words

reached the limit a master clear was sent to all the files.
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The six drift chambers (MWDCs) used in this experiment were constructed

from rectangular sheets of 0.48 cm thick aluminum with an area of 58 cm by 58 cm

cut out. Each chamber consisted of X and Y anode sense wire planes spaced 0.96 cm

apart and were alternated with 6.35 /im thick aluminized mylar cathode planes. Three

chambers were placed between the MWPCs on both detector arms with a separation

of ~ 10 cm for each chamber. Each anode wire plane of the drift chambers consisted

of 73 gold-plated tuagsten wires (20 /xm diameter) spaced 0.8128 cm apart. These

anode wires were alternated with 76 /xm gold-plated aluminum cathode field shaping

wires. A gas mixture of 65% Ar and 35% Isobutane with a trace of isopropyl alcohol

was flowed through each chamber, which allowed a high voltage of about +2000 V to

be applied to the anode sense wires, while the cathode wires and planes were held at

ground potential. The chamber voltages were set to maximize single-hit efficiency.

The operation of the drift chambers was based on the delay-line technique de-

scribed elsewhere,64 and although the anode wire spacing was 0.8128 cm, the resolu-

tion of the chambers was on the order of 0.2 mm. Each anode sense wire of a plane

was attached to a common delay line (2.5 ns/cm) with each end of the delay line

connected to the positive high voltage and capacitively coupled to a discriminator

(See Fig. 3). When a charged particle passed through a chamber near a wire, some

of the gas particles were ionized and the electrons drifted along the electric field lines

to an anode sense wire. An electric pulse proceeded up the anode wire and down

both sides of the delay line to the counting house electronics modules. The difference

in the arrival times for these two signals produced the anode wire number that was

hit. Furthermore, the drift distance (the distance from where the incident charged

particle interacted with the chamber gas to the anode wire) could be determined from

the sum of the arrival times, the length of the dables involved, and the drift velocity

of electrons in the gas. Other minor corrections were made to the hit position based

on calculations65 for dispersion of the electric signal along the long delay line. This

only leaves a left-right ambiguity to be determined, i.e., on which side of the anode

wire did the incident particle interact with the gas. This ambiguity was resolved to

a large degree from signals on the cathode wires based on suggestions by Walenta66
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and Breskin et a/.67 Alternating cathode wires were bussed together to form two sets

labelled odd and even. The induced pulse on the cathode wire closest to the impact

area is larger than the pulse induced on the cathode on the opposite side of the anode.

The polarity of the difference in the signals from the odd and even busses indicated

which side of the anode the incident particle passed.

HV-VVW

Disc. —'

to
counting

house

cathode field
shaping wires

delay line
VVWHV

to
counting

house
Even

Odd

FIG. 3. Basic drift chamber schematic diagram.

There were several possible sources of inefficiency in the MWPCs, some of which

were kno? a, or for which a probability of occurrence could be calculated. The most

obvious source of inefficiency was a bad wire which could have been a corroded or

broken wire that remained attached to the frame. The overall chamber efficiencies

were 99.0% with most of the inefficiency (~ 0.5%) coming from two wires in the
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entire system. Sometimes a wire did not register a hit because the incoming proton

did not ionize enough gas to make a large enough pulse. Another possible source

of inefficiency was not really an inefficiency although it was registered as such. An

accidental particle (a cosmic ray or radiation from some extraneous source) may have

ionized the gas slightly before the event particle hit the chamber and the monodelay

was fired; however, the timing may have been such that the monodelay was reset

before the write gate arrived, therefore a good event was missed. The probability of

this happening was calculated to be <C 0.1%. The efficiency measurements for the

chambers and scintillators are discussed further in the analysis chapter.

High beam currents (~ 0.2 pA) caused a high event rate (~ 2000 Hz) and also

produced more multiple-hit events in the wire chambers than for a lower rate. Most

of the multiple hit-events in the MWPCs were recovered by two different methods

depending on whether the multiple hits were all on adjacent wires or not. If the

multiple hits in a wire plane were all on adjacent wires, then the hits were treated

as though they were a single event but with several wires registering the hit. Thus,

the hit position was taken to be the center position of the hit region. If the wires

hit were not adjacent to one another, then the hit positions were tested with the hit

information from all of the other chambers. The hit position in the plane being tested

that produced the smallest deviation from true pp elastic kinematics was chosen as

the event particle's hit position. Furthermore, if several planes contained multiple

hits, then each combination was tried until one was chosen as the most likely event or

a maximum limit of 16 combinations were tried. The limit of 16 was chosen because

the number of events recovered with a higher limit was not significant. A typical

data run with about 120,000 events and a scattered particle event rate of about

30 Hz had about 18000 events recovered for the 16 combination limit and about 100

events more were recovered for the 64 combination limit. This amounts to about 0.1%

more recovered events which was insignificant for this experiment. This method of

recovering an event from multiple hits in chambers could have lead to an overestimate

of the cross section, however, due to the low event rates and the restriction that the

particles paths traced back to the target, this was a small overestimate (< 0.1%).
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It was impossible to recover multiple-hit events for the drift chambers due to

their delay-line design. Multiple hits were treated as inefficiencies in the chambers.

With an event rate of about 50 Hz, the overall drift chamber efficiency was about

78% and the efficiency dropped to about 57% for event rates of more than 300 Hz.

The Targets

The primary target was liquid hydrogen (LH2), while solid targets of various

thicknesses were also used in this experiment. The LH2 target was used to record the

bulk of the data for the cross section measurement; while the various CH2 targets

were used to study the scattered particle attenuation corrections and the validity of

the background subtraction method.

The LH2 target shown in Fig. 4 was specifically designed to avoid some of the

known sources of systematic error, e.g., endcap curvature, bubbles, and temperature

variations. The target was constructed from 0.13 mm mylar as a cylinder 197.5 mm in

length and 54 mm in diameter with the endcaps made of 0.08 mm mylar. Within this

cylinder was a 43-mm diameter mylar cylinder of the same length supported by phe-

nolic tubes to deflect hydrogen bubbles from the beam-target interaction region that

might form due to boiling near the outer target walls. Riley68 has discussed discrep-

ancies in p — d total cross sections between experiments performed by a Brookhaven

research group8 and a Cambridge-Rutherford group.7 One possible source for this

discrepancy might have been hydrogen bubbles in the target.

The liquid target cell was contained within a larger cylindrical flask, 360 mm

in length and 136 mm in diameter with hemispherical endcaps. This outer flask con-

tained cold gaseous hydrogen to reduce distortions in the LH2 target cell end walls

due to the pressure differential that would occur without the gas present. The gas

flask was insulated with 20 layers of 6-/nn aluminized mylar and was surrounded by

an insulating vacuum. Holes were cut in the top of the liquid flask to better maintain

an almost zero pressure diiferential between the liquid and gas flasks (hydrostatic

pressure caused some small pressure diiferential which increased the target length by
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FIG. 4. The LH2 target and gas insulating flask.

about 0.3% or 0.28 mm). Target pressure and temperature were continuously main-

tained and monitored by an automatic controller system with a heater and several

calibrated gauges. For this purpose thermal sensitive diodes were placed at several

points around the target as indicated by Ao — A3 and B5 - Bg in Fig. 4. At the

nominal beam energy of 497 MeV, only the temperature diodes labelled Ao - A3 were

available in their positions indicated in the diagram. The other four temperature
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diodes were added for the four beam energies above 497 MeV. A target tempera-

ture of 19.87 ± 0.03 K (20.13 ±0.10 K for 497 MeV) was maintained during the

full target runs, which corresponded to a target density of 0.07121 ± 0.00003^3

(0.07095 ± 0.00007-^3 for 497 MeV). When cold, the target could be emptied and

refilled within an hour, and the target was emptied periodically for data collection

to be used in target length measurements. A catalytic converter was also utilized

to spsed the conversion from ortho-hydrogen to the equilibrium para-hydrogen. The

density of ortho-LH2 and para-LH2 are different by 0.6% at these temperatures.

During the early stages of the 497 MeV data acquisition, several thickness CH2

targets with a density of 0.9197 ± .0007-^3 were used. However, it was suspected that

the ratio of hydrogen to carbon might not be 2 to 1 because the hydrocarbon chains

might be short (CH2 is really CnH2n+2 where n is usually large). Therefore, four new

targets were made from a CH2 slab of density 0.9679 ± .0006^3 for the latter stages

of data acquisition. The uncertainties represent the standard deviation of many mea-

surements of different samples from the same slab of CH2. The higher density CH2

was believed to be closer to a 2 to 1 ratio of hydrogen to carbon. Sundqvist69 per-

formed a detailed analysis to determine that the structure of CH2 was indeed (CH2)n-

The conclusion of that analysis showed that the fraction of CH3 clusters was less than

0.004% and that CH clusters were even more rare. The amount of contamination of

the targets was also explored and found to be less than 0.2%. Although the density of

CH2 was not specifically mentioned in that paper, it is believed that the low density

CH2 used for the current pp cross section measurement should be similar. Polymer

experts claim that the high density CH2 used in this experiment has an order of

magnitude fewer CH3 clusters than the low density CH2. No discernible diffe: snce

between the cross section from the low density and high density CH2 data was de-

tected. Uniformity of the CH2 samples was cnecked with several samples placed with

different orientations in the proton beam; no significant differences were detected.

From these densities and the target lengths, a thickness in units of protons/mb

was calculated from the formula:
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{Ac + 2AH)

where No is Avogadro's number (6.022 x 1023 molecules/mole based on Carbon-12),

p is the CH2 density in g/cm3, L is the length in cm, and Ac was 12.011 gm/mole

of Carbon and Ajy was 1.00797 gm/mole of Hydrogen. Table III contains a list of

targets, lengths (cm), and thicknesses (protons/mb). Targets A-P are the low density

CH2 and targets Q-T are the higher density targets. Target U is a 0.25 inch thick

target made from a separate piece of CH2.

Table III. Solid target lengths and areal densities.

Target

A
B
C
D
E
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U

Length (cm)

2.535 ± 0.001
2.539 ±0.001
2.539 ±0.001
2.536 ± 0.001
5.080 ± 0.001
5.079 ± 0.001
5.080 ±0.001
5.077 ±0.001
5.080 ± 0.001
5.080 ± 0.001
5.079 ±0.001
1.268 ±0.001
1.271 ±0.001
1.270 ±0.001
1.274 ± 0.0005
1.241 ±0.002
1.245 ±0.002
1.242 ±0.002
1.241 ±0.002

0.6383 ± 0.0005

Areal density ( l O - 4 ^ ^ )

2.002 ± 0.003
2.002 ± 0.003
2.002 ± 0.003
2.002 ± 0.003
4.044 ± 0.004
4.043 ± 0.004
4.044 ± 0.004
4.041 ± 0.004
4.044 ± 0.004
4.044 ± 0.004
4.043 ± 0.004
1.009 ± 0.002
1.012 ± 0.002
1.011 ±0.002
1.014 ±0.001
1.040 ± 0.003
1.043 ± 0.003
1.040 ±0.003
1.039 ± 0.003

0.508 ± 0.0004
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The Trigger Electronics and Data Acquisition System

Detector signals passed through several stages before eventually being recorded

to magnetic tape. These signals were processed through various electronic modules

which consisted of discriminators, coincidence units, and other logic and analog units.

The resulting signal outputs were sent to CAMAC crates which contained analog to

digital converters (ADCs), time to digital converters (TDCs), and sealer modules.

Data were then passed to a microprogrammable branch driver (MBD)70 which ordered

the data properly and sent them to a VAX 750 computer with a 6250 bpi magnetic

tape drive. An online analysis program allowed random sampling of events as a test

of the experimental procedure. A basic schematic diagram of the electronics and data

acquisition systems is shown in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 5. Schematic of the data acquisition system.
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The main event trigger was started with the hodoscope scintillator signals from

the experimental area (See Fig. 6). The signals passed through voltage dividers

which preserved relative pulse height and shape information. One of the signals from

a voltage divider was sent via delay lines to an ADC which recorded the charge in

the pulse. The information from this was used to determine energy IOBS from the

scattered and recoil particles as a method of particle identification. The other signal

from a voltage divider was sent to a discriminator module that produced a NIM

logic pulse. This discriminator unit was connected to a mean-timer unit together

with the discriminator output which corresponded to the signal originating from thv.

photomultiplier tube (PMT) on the other side of the same scintillator. The mean-

timer unit produced a signal if both PMTs sent a signal almost simultaneously, and

therefore reduced random effects due to electronic noise in the photomultiplier tubes

when only one tube fired. The mean-timer also removed the time jitter associated

with the particle hit position in the scintillator. The outputs of all mean-timer units

for a given scintillator plane were connected in OR logic with one another such that

only one scintillator of a plane had to fire to register a hit. The output from this OR

unit was connected together with the outputs from similar electronics from the other

three scintillator planes to a majority logic unit. This majority logic unit produced

an output signal if three of the four planes were hit. This output signal, labelled

S(3/4) in the lower part of Fig. 7, was used as part of the main pp scattering event

trigger together with certain conditions pertaining to run status, beam macropulse,

polarization, and busy status of various parts of the data acquisition system. A sealer

event veto stopped the main event readout system when CAMAC sealers were read

to the MBD and computer. This did not contribute to computer or electronics dead

time as the sealers also were prevented from incrementing. An event holdoff of 100 /is,

indicated by D on the output of the lower gate generator (GG) in Fig. 7, was started
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FIG. 6. Hodoscope scintillator logic which started th** trigger for the main event.

with the scintillator trigger (provided no busy condition existed). This holdoff allowed

time for the CAMAC ADCs and TDCs to digitize when the trigger was initiated.

Another condition required for the main event readout to take place was that

the computer was finished reading the previous event and is indicated in Fig. 7 by

the end-of-event (EOE) signal. If this condition was not present, then data would

be stored in a CAMAC memory buffer until the event readout was finished. The

EOE output was placed in an OR coincidence with the S(3/4) coincidence output in

case an end-of-event signal was not produced for some reason. When an EOE signal

was produced in conjunction with data in the CAMAC memory buffer (labelled DIB
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in the upper section of Fig. 7), then an event was triggered. While the data were

read from the buffer new events that arrived during the readout would be stored in

the buffered memory. When the buffer was full, then the main event readout was

prevented from registering new data. This condition together with the MWPC Busy

from the MWPC Fifo discussed earlier made up the computer and electronics busy

signal which were the sources of experimental dead time.

, Tb General
Inhibits

Sealer event
veto

To Vetoes until
last event read

Event 6
Trigger

FIG. 7. Main scattered particle event trigger schematic.
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Some beam counter information was read out after a beam counter trigger shown

in Fig. 8. This readout process was started on a condition t ha t two of the three beam

counters had fired in coincidence; however, as this coincidence was prescaled (noted

by the circled P in Fig. 8) by four decade sealers, this event only occurred for every

10,000 beam counter events. The purpose of this trigger was to monitor the beam

counter timing and pulse-height information, and hence, produce information as to

the function of the beam-counting system.

Run and Gate
forameters

Beam Counter
TDC Stops

Beam Event
Trigger

FIG. 8. Beam counter event trigger schematic.
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FIG. 9. Drift chamber electronics schematic.

The drift chamber electronics were relatively simple (see Fig. 9). Signals from

each end of the delay line, labelled 1XP and 1XN in Fig. 9 for a given anode plane,

were sent to discriminators. These discriminators produced NIM logic pulses which in

turn stopped TDC units from counting. The TDCs were started with the hodoscope

scintillator trigger. A veto from the scintillator was placed in the discriminator units

to prevent additional signals from interrupting the current event from being read.
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The odd and even signals were combined as a sum (0+E) and difference (0-

E) and are indicated in Fig. 9 as 1X+ and 1X-, respectively. The 0+E signal was

used to stop a TDC as well as to gate the ADC to accumulate charge from the 0-E

signal that was used to resolve the left-right ambiguity already discussed. When the

integrated value of 0-E was negative, then the particle was determined to have hit

on one side of an anode wire. If the value was positive, then the hit was determined

to be on the other side of the anode wire.

The beam normalization factor for this experiment was determined using a

method based on the Poisson statistics found in Appendix A and made use of an

elaborate arrangement of fast (300 MHz) electronics modules (See Fig. 10). Due to

the repetitive nature of this setup only some of the electronics is shown. Signals

from an individual beam counter scintillator were split with one signal proceeding

to ADCs via delays and other signals to logic electronics. The logic electronics were

used to determine the counter efficiencies and corrections as well as to start the beam

counter event trigger (ET in Fig. 10) which in turn gated the beam counter ADCs

and stopped the beam counter TDCs via miscellaneous electronics labelled M/E for

gates and logic.

Each beam counter scintillator signal passed through a discriminator to pro-

duce a logic pulse which was then placed in coincidence with a logic pulse from the

201.25 MHz rf signal from the accelerator to reduce the random counts from back-

ground. This redefined the beam counter signals which were then combined in various

ways to produce the coincidence signals B123, #12, S13, and #23 whose output signals

were used to check efficiencies of the beam counting system. The redefined signals

were also used to form the beam normalization signal, B, when two of the three beam

counters fired simultaneously. This signal was then used to start the beam counter

event trigger after every 10,000 events.

The B signal supplied information for the correction factors used for the beam

normalization. Time-sequenced coincidences of the B signal were used to determine

the probability of beam protons occupying two, three, and four consecutive rf acceler-

ation pulses. As explained in Appendix A, these probabilities should be the same as

two, three, and four particles occupying the same rf pulse. These probabilities were

then used for the correction to the beam normalization factor, B, in Eq. (15).
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FIG. 10. The beam counter electronics.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS

The data were analyzed (replayed) event by event with an analysis program that

determined particle trajectories. Corrections for background, detector efficiencies,

Coulomb multiple scattering, and particle attenuation together with chamber position

and orientation determination comprised most of the data analysis. Some of the data

came from test runs and were not used in the cross section calculations. Occasionally

during data taking, the MWPC readout data came out of sequence with the triggered

event. Data runs where this occurred were not included in the final cross section

calculations although corrections could have been made in software. It was determined

that the inclusion of these errant runs was statistically insignificant regarding final

cross section uncertainties. Test runs were used to determine the limiting factors (e.g.

beam intensity) for runs to include in the cross section, but due to low live times or

detector efficiencies in these test runs, they were also excluded from the cross section

calculations.

The MWPC wire-hit position information was decoded in the analyzer as dis-

crete units located at the individual wires. The position of an event for multiple

hits was chosen to be the middle location of the multiple hits provided the hits were

on adjacent wires. If the multiple hits were not on adjacent wires, then p-p elastic

kinematics were used to determine the position of the event. The positions were then

randomized to be within half the wire-spacing for the chamber from the wire. This

procedure was performed to eliminate a bias on the scattered particles due to solid

angle binning.

Absolute Angle Determination

The determination of the absolute laboratory angle of scattered particles is

an important part of the cross section measurement, since the cross section varies

from 5% to 10% per degree, depending on the incident beam energy. Therefore, the
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measurement of the angular placement of the detector arrays to a tenth of a degree or

better is necessary for a 1% cross section measurement. For online analysis, markings

on the experimental area floor served as preliminary detector location information.

Although this method was reliable to about 0.1°, it could be improved upon.

The first method used to determine the absolute angular position of the de-

tectors capitalized on the kinematics and the detection of the reaction pp —> <f7r+,71

as well as the kinematics of pp elastic scattering. The deuterons in the first reac-

tion have a maximum scattering angle in the lab frame in the range of 10° to 16°

for the beam energies of this experiment. The maximum deuteron scattering angle

changes with beam energy at about 0.01° — 0.02° per MeV over the range of interest.

This maximum scattering angle can be seen in Fig. l l which is a plot of the pion

scattering angle, #„.+, versus the deuteron scattering angle, 64. The maximum angle

was extracted from this type of histogram from the parameters obtained by a fit of

a gaussian curve to the data over a range of pion scattering angles. The range of 6T+

for this fit was restricted to about ±90 mi and as the deuteron maximum scattering

angle is not clear in the figure, the fit was made over several degrees of 9r+ near the

expected maximum. The angular placement (a software constant) of the detector

array for the forward-scattered particles was then adjusted to match the location of

this maximum value with the calculated maximum deuteron angle. The uncertainty

from the energy measurement and the uncertainty in the fit to the maximum scat-

tering angle, (~ 0.01° - 0.02°), resulted in an overall uncertainty of about 0.04° for

the forward detector arm. The five values for the angular placement of this arm were

—Q.I j° ±0.05° from the floor measurements, which is consistent with the uncertainty.

The offset of —0.10° is most likely due to an online error in the location of the rear
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FIG. 11. Plot of pion scattering angle, 9r+, versus deuteron scattering angle,

MWPCs on both detector arms and is resolved in the offline analysis.

Once the angular placement of the forward detector arm was established, the

Lke conjugate-arm angle was determined from the opening angle distribution taken as

a diiference between the expected and the measured scattering angle of the scattered

protons. The equation for scattering angle, 6e, of the proton is:
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tan 6e = - 7p- , (17)
( 1 + ) * «

where T is the laboratory kinetic energy of the beam particle, mp is the mass of a

proton, and 8T is the recoil p&rticle polar angle with respect to the beam direction.

The expected value, 8e, was always calculated for the forward detector arm; however,

due to the symmetry of this equation, either proton could have been used to determine

the expected trajectory of the other particle. The quantity, AO, is defined as:

A6 = ee- ea, (is)

where de is the expected polar angle of one particle from Eq. (17) and 9a is the

measured angle. Given this definition of A6, a plot of the number of events versus

Ad (See Fig. 12) yielded an almost gaussian distribution with broad tails due to

Coulomb multiple scattering and finite chamber resolution. The angular placement

of the recoil (backward) detector arm was determined when this peak was centered

at zero. When the procedure was applied to the backward arm, situated around 40°

in the lab, it resulted in a —0.08° ± 0.10° deviation from the floor measurements for

all the energies where this measurement applied. The larger uncertainty in this case

compared to the uncertainty for the forward arm resulted from the uncertainties in

wirespacing and other geometric factors of the chambers.

Once the placement of the backward detector array was determined and the

data for this setting were replayed, the angular placement for the forward arm was

adjusted for the next replay setting, and its proper placement determined again with

pp elastic kinematics. The extension back to the ~ 40° setting of this detector array

yielded an average of —0.08° ± 0.11° deviation from the floor settings for all beam

energies. For each beam energy, an intermer"Jate setting was used with the center

of the forward detector array positioned near 28° and the backward array near 55°.

Typically the uncertainty in this setting was 0.04° with the 733 MeV case at 0.07°

which will be discussed later in this section. At 90° in the center-of-momentum (c. m.)

frame, another method was employed to determine the detector array positions with
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FIG. 12. Histogram of number of counts versus A0.

the beam polarization orientation as N-spin. The yields for individual scattered-

particle bins were maintained for both the normal (spin up) and reverse (spin down)

states of the beam particles. The asymmetry is defined as:

A =
N-R

r : , - ; ^ - " ; - , - , ^ -
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where N and R were the yields for the scattered particles for the normal and reverse

polarization states, respectively. At the laboratory angle corresponding to 90° c. m.,

the asymmetry is zero. This angle was determined with a x2 fit of the asymmetry as

a function of scattering angle from the replayed data to the shape of a fitted curve

that had been determined from previous data1 for the beam energy of interest. A

comparison for this calculated 90° c. m. angle to the kinematically determined angle

yielded another determination of the location of the detectors. One advantage of

this method for this particular setting of the detector arrays is that this zero-crossing

angle is independent of beam energy in the c. m. frame. Of course, an energy

dependence exists in the transformation to the lab frame which is less than 0.01° per

MeV. The uncertainty in this fitting procedure is 0.03° to 0.04° for the beam energies

above 497 MeV, for which this procedure was performed. For the 497 MeV case the

uncertainty was 0.08°, and the procedure was not performed for the 798 MeV data.

For most energies, the detectors were placed such that the solid angle that was

subtended overlapped a solid angle from another setting of the detectors. This allowed

a direct comparison of the differential cross section as measured with two different

areas of the chamber system. Overlapping regions were compared as the ratio of the

cross section from bins from the forward of two detector arm settings to the backward

of the two settings. These ratios are listed in Table IV. The average values shown in

the table were taken as the weighted mean of all ratios from the respective columns

excluding the 733 MeV values. Excluding the 733 MeV case, the overlapping regions

agreed to about 1.002 ± 0.001 when taken as an average ratio of cross sections for the

different overlapping regions. At 733 MeV, the combined ratio for the two overlapping

regions was 1.010 ± 0.003. For the 733 MeV beam energy, the overlapping regions

disagreed from one setting to another by more than two standard deviations at both

overlap areas. Furthermore, while an adjustment of the software angular placement

for the middle setting improved the agreement of the overlap ratio on one end, it
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Table IV. Overlapping regions for various angle settings for all nominal beam ener-
gies. The f indicates that the middle detector software angular placement
constant was adjusted by +0.06° to minimize the discrepancy in the over-
lapping regions.

Beam Energy (MeV)

491.9
575.5
641.6
728.2t
793.0

Wt. Mean

17° i
j|o overlap

0.998 ± 0.003
1.003 ± 0.003
0.997 ± 0.004
1.009 ± 0.004
0.997 ± 0.004
1.001 ± 0.002

28°
40°

1.000
1.008
1.007

1.011
1.007

1.006

overlap

± 0.005
± 0.004
± 0.004
± 0.006
± 0.007
± 0.002

affected the other overlap adversely. Therefore, a larger systematic uncertainty was

assigned to this middle setting.

A critical problem arose concerning the absolute angle due to a systematic

problem with some wire planes in the MWPCs. It was suspected that the wirespacing

for some MWPC wire chambers varied over the length of a wire plane. This suspicion

was verified with optical measurements which were later used to generate software

corrections for the wirespacing. Fig. 13 contains two graphs of MWPC residuals

versus hit position for a given MWPC plane. The residual is simply the difference

between the hit position in the MWPC and the expected hit position as calculated

from the drift chambers. The curve in each figure represents the peak position of

the residual as a function of hit position. Each curve was determined by a Gaussian

fit of the residual for each bin along the position axis. The top picture in the figure

was made with a constant (average) value for the wirespacing of the MWPC. The

curve in the upper plot of Fig. 13 was an indication that the wirespacing was variable

over the length of the chamber. The bottom figure was made from a replay of the

Si-me data after corrections were made for the variable wirespacing. The curve in this

figure indicates that some further correction is needed for the wirespacing; however,
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the increased precision was not critical. The uncertainty of the wire spacing was

estimated from the centroids of the Gaussian fits taken along the position direction.

The cross section may vary from 2.0% to 2.9% per lab degree for an incident

beam energy of 491.9 MeV and from 3.6% to 12.2% per lab degree for 793.0 MeV

for the angular range of interest; therefore how the angle for each cross section data

point is reported is important. Each cross section data point is actually the average

cross section over a bin of 30 mr (ss 1.7°) width in 0 in the laboratory reference frame.

Online, the angle for each bin was determined as:

N

8 = arcsinKV>
This somewhat complicated method was originally used when the solid angle was

calculated as:

AO = (&-*,)(**-0|)(sin0),

where (sin 8) is the average value of 6 for a bin and 0j, 6^, #/, and to w e r e the bin

limits in 8 and <f>. The bin angle was taken as arcsin((sin0)). Later, the solid angle

was calculated as:

Afi = A0sin0A0

= {<t>h ~ #l)(cos 0/ — cos 8h),

but the bin angle calculation (Eq. (19)) was not changed. It should have been changed

to:

N

o=(*=h-\ (20)

The difference between the angle determined as arcsin(sin0) and arcsin((sin0)) is

only 0.005° for a bin at 40° in the lab frame and the difference is 0.002° for a bin at

20° lab, which wasn't significant for online analysis.
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FIG. 13. Hit position versus residual for a MWPC wire plane. The top figure was
made with constant wirespacing and the bottom figure made with a soft-
ware corrected wirespacing.
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The best way to present the data would be to list the angle that would produce

the cross section equal to the average cross section, if the cross section could be

measured at a particular point. If the functional form of the cross section were known

as a function of 0, then with a = f(B), the average cross section can be determined

from:

where &i and Oh are the low and high bin limits in 8, respectively. The angle that

would have the value of a = a is given by the inverse relationship:

0 = f-\a). (22)

Even though the functional form of a is not exactly known, the dependence of a on 0

can be estimated to test the methods for determining the bin angle. For this purpose,

three functions were chosen for the tests: 1) a linear function (a = A9 + B), 2) a

sinusoidal function (<r = Ccos(9 + D), and 3) an exponentially decreasing function

(<r = Ee ). The coefficients of the three test functions were chosen to best fit the

current cross section data. These test functions with bin limits the same as those

used in replay were used to compare two methods for the angle determination to the

values extracted from Eqs. (21) and (22). The two methods that were tested were the

online method previously described and using the bin center as a simple method for

reporting the angle for each bin. The online method is essentially a weighted average

of the angle over a bin and can be written as:

e

if
The results of these tests for 793.0 MeV are displayed in Tables V, VI, and VII

and it can be seen that the differences between each method are on the order of 0.00°

to 0.03°. The bin center was used in the final cross section data tables and graphs
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Table V. Comparison of bin angles determined from two methods to the expected
angles for the cross section as a linear function of angle.

Beam
Energy
(MeV)

793.0

True
Angle
(deg.)

11.75
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

Wt.
Ave.

(deg.)

11.72
13.44
15.16
16.88
18.60
20.32
22.03
23.75
25.47
27.19
28.91
30.63
32.35
34.07
35.80
37.52

Bin Center
Angle

(**)
11.75
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

as the bin center method had the smallest rms deviation from the true angle over all

angles and energies.

Solid Angle Determination

Since the solid angle enters directly into the determination of the cross section,

it also must be measured to high accuracy to attain the desired 1% uncertainty in

the cross section. The uncertainty in the solid angle comes from two sources: the

chamber separation distance (which includes rotations of chambers with respect to

one another) and wire spacing. Chamber spacing and uncertainties were determined

with an optical measurement from a surveyor's transit at the alignment shop as

well as physical measurements made with calibrated calipers and micrometers in
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Table VI. Comparison of bin angles determined from two methods to the expected
angles for the cross section as a sinusoidal function of angle.

Beam True
Energy Angle
(MeV) (deg.)

793.0 11.74
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.33
22.05
23.77
25.49
27.20
28.92
30.64
32.35
34.06
35.75
37.20

Wt.
Ave.

(deg.)

11.75
13.47
15.19
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

Bin Center
Angle
(deg.)

11.75
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

the experimental area. Four measurements were made at different times and the

MWPC separation distance for the forward detector array was determined to be

43.44±0.03 cm and the MWPC separation for the other detector arm was determined

to be 43.59 ± 0.05 cm. The solid angle was calculated using the square of the distance

between chambers, with an uncertainty in the solid angle from this source for the left

arm of 2 ( ^ ) 1 0 0 % = 0.14%. The right arm uncertainty was 0.23%.

The uncertainty due to rotation depended on the distance from the cemer of

the chamber to the area of interest. To first order, a rotation was treated as a

chamber separation different from the average value at different points. Near the

center of a chamber array, this deviation was small and increased going away from

the center. From the physical and optical measurements, the relative rotation of the
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Table VII. Comparison of bin angles determined from two methods to the expected
angles for the cross section as an exponential function of angle.

Beam
Energy
(MeV)

793.0

True
Angle
(deg.)

11.75
13.46
15,18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

Wt.
Ave.

(deg.)

11.75
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

Bin Center
Angle
(deg.)

11.75
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53

MWPCs about the vertical axis was 0.001 ± 0.002 rad for the left-side MWPCs and

0.003 ±0.001 rad for the right-side MWPCs. Data replayed with software corrections

for chamber rotations about the vertical axis indicated that a 0.004 rad relative

rotation caused a 0.5% change in <r(0) for polar angle bins farthest from the center of

the chamber system. This resulted in an uncertainty of 0.25% in the outermost bin

for the left chambers and 0.1% in the outermost bin for the right detector arm.

To first order, the percent uncertainty in the solid angle due to wire-spacing is

the percent uncertainty in the wire spacing multiplied by a ratio of F = -21-, where

D? is the distance from the target to the chamber of interest and DM is the distance

between MWPCs for the given detector array. This can be seen from the derivation in

Appendix C. Typically, these correction factors, F, were about 1.8 to 3.1 for the front
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chambers on the detectors arrays and 2.8 to 4.1 for the back MWPCs depending on

the detector array location. Figure 13 and other similar two-dimensional histograms

for the other MWPC wire planes gave an indication of the uncertainty in the hit

position due to the uncertainty in wirespacing. For the lower histogram of Fig. 13,

the uncertainty in the hit position was about ±0.1 mm across 500 mm of the wire

plane for an uncertainty of 0.02%. The uncertainty of the hit position was determined

from the deviation of the MWPC residual peak from zero across the chamber length.

Table VIII lists the uncertainties in the wire spacing and their effect on the solid

angle for the 90° c. m. detector position case.

Table VIII. Uncertainties in wire spacing and their effect on the solid angle.

Wire plane

MR1X
MR1Y
MR2X
MR2Y
ML1X
ML1Y
ML2X
ML2Y

% Unc in ws

0.04
0.04
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.04

% Unc ft

0.07
0.07
0.17
0.06
0.04
0.07
0.09
0.11

The uncertainties of the solid angle from the various sources combined in

quadrature resulted in values from 0.22% to 0.29% for the left array and 0.31% to

0.39% for the right array. For the 90° c. m. setting of the detectors, a reduced un-

certainty resulted since the cross section was taken as the average from both detector

arrays.
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Detector Efficiencies

The efficiencies of detectors were of major importance to the systematic cor-

rections for this experiment. Only three of the four detector efficiencies measured

affected the cross section. These were the beam counter system efficiency, the ho-

doscope scintillator system efficiency, and the overall MWPC system efficiency. The

efficiency of the drift chambers was of importance only as an online check of their

function. Detector high voltages and signal timing were set to achieve high overall

efficiencies for each system and therefore minimize the corrections to the cross section.

Individual beam counter efficiencies were measured relative to the other two in

the system. This was done by a comparison of a sealer value for all three counters

having fired in coincidence to the number of coincidences of the two counters other

than the one of interest. For instance, the efficiency of the counter Bi was given as:

#123

where B123 was the sealer value of all three counters in coincidence and B23 was the

sealer value of beam counters B2 and B3 having fired in coincidence. The efficiency of

B4 was determined by the same method with the placement of the detector upstream

of the target. The overall beam counter system efficiency was determined from the

following equation derived in Appendix D given the efficiencies were known for the

individual detectors that made up the system.

£ s = £B*B2 + eBl
£B3 + £B2eB3 ~ 2e

Bl
eB2

£B3- (23)

The statistical uncertainty was derived using binomial statistics72 and is also found

in Appendix D:
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Typically, individual beam counter efficiencies were better than 95%, however, the

overall beam counter efficiency was determined to be better than 99.99% for most

data runs with a typical uncertainty < 0.1%.

Only good pp elastically scattered events as determined from the MWPCs were

used to test the efficiency of the scintillator hodoscopes as well as to test the efficiency

of the drift chambers. As only a single scintillator of a given plane was required to

fire to indicate a scattering event had occurred, a particle was required to have passed

through a given scintillator area to be tested for efficiency. The scintillator intercept

was calculated from the path of the proton determined from the MWPC system.

Furthermore, the efficiency of each individual plane was calculated by this method,

and combined according to binomial statistics, similar to Eq. (23), to produce the

overall efficiency, ea which was typically better than 99.9%.

Several procedures were used to measure the MWPC efficiencies for this exper-

iment. For the online analysis, single and multiple hit efficiencies were maintained

as a check on the overall operation of the MWPCs. Elastically scattered proton

events were selected from the drift chamber information on trajectories and target

tracebacks, and these events were used to test whether the MWPCs were hit at least

once.

Four additional methods to measure the MWPC efficiency were employed for

the replay of the data. Three of these methods used the drift chambers to determine

a pp elastic event. Although these methods were somewhat redundant, they were

useful in detecting some potential systematic errors. Each of these three methods

had tight restrictions on the test particles with looser cuts on the data acquired from

the MWPCs to allow for possible multiple scattering of the protons.

The first of the three methods selected a test event for the MWPC efficiency

when a good pp elastic event was determined from the drift chamber system. The

MWPCs were said to be efficient when their data agreed with the drift chamber

system within the limits of resolution and multiple scattering. Because this method

could be applied to individual scattering bins, this method was used as the main test

of the MWPC efficiencies for the cross section measurement as well as an overall test
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of the MWPC function. The next method employed cuts on the MWPC residuals as

the condition to tell whether individual chambers were efficient with the test events

determined by the drift chamber system. The third method which used the drift

chambers to test the efficiency of the MWPCs made use of the diiFerence in scattering

angles determined from both sets of chambers as well as the difference in the z-

component of the distance of closest approach in the target for the two protons.

A fourth method for the determination of the MWPC efficiencies used three of

the four chambers to select the good pp elastic events. This combination consisted of

a proton trajectory traceback to the target from one set of chambers on a detector

arm and a MWPC position hit from one chamber on the other detector array. If the

kinematics from this approach matched pp elastic kinematics reasonably well, then

an expected hit position was calculated for the remaining chamber. This expected hit

position was then compared to the actual hit position and if this difference was within

the limits of resolution and multiple scattering, then the chamber was determined to

have registered the hit. The overall MWPC efficiency for this method was taken as

the product of the efficiencies of all four chambers.

The systematic uncertainty for the MWPC efficiency was taken to be the rms

deviation of the five methods discussed when averaged together and was generally

less than 0.2%. Occasionally, this uncertainty was large and could be traced to the

problem of the MWPC data coming out of sequence with the rest of the event data

mentioned in the introduction of this chapter.

Live Time

The live time for data acquisition was also of major concern for this experiment

and was determined three ways online, with a fourth instituted for the replay. Each

determination was done for the different beam polarizations, because the beam in-

tensity sometimes varied between spin states. The four live-time values were labelled

as 53/4, i?2/3> BcOR, and SCOR and were based on sealer values for individual data

runs from the hodoscope and beam counter scintillators.
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Almost all quantities in this experiment had two sealers associated with them.

The two sealers had different inhibits on them: the Master Inhibit (MI) and the

General Inhibit (GI). These inhibits prevented the sealers from being incremented

while one of the inhibits was engaged. The difference in the two inhibits was that the

GI was basic and required only a few inputs and was also a subset of the MI. The

General Inhibit was lifted when an accelerator macropulse corresponding to the P~

beam occurred and the beam polarization state was known. Computer and MWPC

busy signals were added to these conditions to make up the Master Inhibit. Hence, a

ratio of a sealer with the Master Inhibit to the same sealer with the General Inhibit

gave a good determination of the computer live time. The live time, LT, was then

denned as:

r _ AM

where the G and M indicate the appropriate sealer with General and Master inhibits,

respectively.

The sealer, S3u, that corresponded to the event rate was the number of times

that 3 of the 4 scintillator planes registered a hit at the same time (also known as

the scattered-particle event trigger). The beam counter event rate was monitored by

the sealer labelled B2/3, which was incremented every time 2 of the 3 beam counters

registered a hit in coincidence. The quantity BCOR was the same as 2?2/3> but was

corrected in software for the possibility of multiple particles hitting the beam counters.

The quantity ScoR was the corrected value for the accidental rate of particles hitting

the hodoscopes. It was calculated from the equation:

„ _ (•S'4/4 - SACC)M

(S4/4 - SACC)G '

where S4/4 is the number of times all four scintiliator planes were hit at the same time.

The sealer value SAQC was the number of times this condition occarred accidentally.

Typically, data runs were made with live times between 70% and 95%. Still,

some runs were made at high beam intensity as a further test of this method of
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measuring the live times. Fig. 14 is a plot of live time versus the Poisson parameter

which is a measurement of beam intensity (See Appendix A). This plot was used

to help determine Poisson parameter limits on data runs used for the cross section

measurement. Fig. 15 is a plot of the average differential cross section across the entire

chamber system versus live time for one detector array angle setting at 491.9 MeV.

The cross section used in this graph was not corrected for background, attenuation,

or multiple scattering which were constant for the same setting; however, live-time

corrections were made to the data. With these live-time corrections, the average cross

section was expected to be constant, if the method were reasonable. As can be seen

from the graph, the cross section was constant within the statistical uncertainty for

live times as low »s 17.8%. In fact, the cross section over this range was consistent to

0.1%.

The systematic uncertainty in the live-time measurement was taken to be the

standard deviation of the mean for the four different measurements of the live time

already discussed. Typically, these uncertainties were less than 0.1%. However, some

of the early data runs were made at the 491.9 MeV incident beam energy with live-

time systematic uncertainties as high as 0.5%. This was probably due to the fact that

the electronics system was still being modified at the time the data were acquired.

These data runs were not included in the cross section results.

Target Length

The target length was determined by two methods, an optical measurement, and

a method which used target tracebacks of pejticle trajectories from chamber coordi-

nates for both full and empty target data. The optical measurement was made with

standard surveyor's equipment at the lab alignment shop and was performed with an

empty target at room temperature. The target length from this method was corrected

for contraction expected for the target material at LH2 temperatures. Also at room

temperature, the target was filled with alcohol to simulate a full liquid target, and the

length was measured again to estimate the distortion (bowing) of the end windows
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PIG. 14. Live time versus Poisson parameter for 491.9 MeV LH2 data runs.

due to hydrostatic pressure. A calculation predicted a value of 0.061 cm for the bow-

ing caused by the alcohol at room temperature while the measured displacement was

0.064 cm. The optical measurement for the empty target length before corrections

for temperature and hydrostatic pressure were made was 19.77 ± 0.02 cm, which was

a simple mean of several measurements. A calculated 0.6% thermal contraction was
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incorporated with a calculated bowing for LH2 of 0.028 cm for each endcap to yield

a length of 19.71 ± 0.02 cm.

The empty and full target traceback measurements made use of the coordinates

from both sets of wire chambers (left and right side of the target). This procedure

did not take into account the effects due to unknown misalignment of the chambers

or uncertainties in the wire spacing. The errors on this measurement were increased

to include these uncertainties.

The axes of the histograms ZCLM and ZCLJ were the ^-coordinates at which the

distance of closest approach occurred for the traceback rays from the left and right

detector arrays. The 2-coordinate corresponded to the beam momentum direction

as well as the long dimension of the target. The target traceback associated with

the MWPCs was ZCLM, while the traceback associated with the drift chambers

(MWDCs) was ZCLJ. Typical histograms for ZCLM for full and empty target runs

are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17.

For the full target measurements, three conditions were placed on entry into the

histograms. The first requirement was that the particles used in the target tracebacks

were from a good pp elastic event as defined by kinematic constraints. The second

requirement was that the scattered and recoil particles had passed within a certain

acceptance of the chambers. This condition was imposed to make certain that the

field of view for the acceptance of the chambers covered the entire length of the target.

The third requirement was that the distance of closest approach for the tracebacks

was not large (< 10 cm) to ensure that the two particles were more likely to be the

scattered and the recoil particles, and less likely to be from two unrelated scattering

events.

Several runs were made at each beam energy with the target empty (See Fig. 17).

A peak corresponding to each target window was seen: two peaks for the outer gas

flask and two for the LH2 windows. A Gaussian curve was fit to each of these peaks

and the centroid of each peak was found. The distance between the centroids of

the two peaks that corresponded to the LH2 windows was taken as the empty target

length. Table IX contains the target lengths measured for three separate cases before
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corrections. These are the weighted averages over all angle settings for each case.

The values in parentheses include corrections for bulging and contraction. Note that

the empty-target measurements at 500 MeV are indicated separately from those at

other energies as the target was in a cooling phase (well above LH2 temperature)

while the others were made with the empty target near liquid hydrogen temperature.
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of closest approach from target tracebacks from MWPCs.

Hence, separate corrections were needed for contraction and bulging effects when

the full target length was obtained. The entry labelled PD —»• PD was the average

of empty target measurements made from additional information from another ex-

periment which shared the same target vessel, but contained liquid deuterium when
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Table IX. Empty target length measurements

Case # ZCLM (cm) ZCLJ (cm)

497 19.79(19.79) ± 0.02 15.78(19.78) ± 0.04
> 500 19.82(19.85) ± 0.02 19.87(19.90) ± 0.03

PD -* PD 19.75(19.78) ± 0.01 19.73(19.76) ± 0.02

full.73

For the energies greater than 500 MeV no contraction corrections were made

since the temperature varied from the LH2 temperature by only a few degrees. How-

ever, a correction for bowing had to be taken into account, since it was unclear

whether the cold empty target retained a partial distortion. Therefore, a value of

half the amount for a full LH2 distortion was added to the measured length. This

uncertainty due to the bowing effect was included in the systematic uncertainty for

the target length. For the 500 MeV case, a full bowing correction was added to the

empty target measurement as the target was cooling at the time of the measurement,

and no bulges due to hydrostatic pressure should have existed. Also, as the temper-

ature was decreasing at that time, a correction was made for thermal contraction.

During these measurements the temperature went from about 293 K to about 140 K.

An average temperature of about 210 K gives a thermal contraction of about 0.3%,

which was included in the target length for the 500 MeV data.

The corrected values for the target length from Table IX yield a weighted average

of all values for target length, 19.80 ± 0.01 cm. An unweighted mean yields 19.81 ±

0.02 cm. The final empty target length corrected to represent a full target is 19.80 ±

0.02 cm.

The full target measurement also makes use of target tracebacks; however, no

peaks appear to indicate the target windows (see Fig. 16); only one from the down-

stream gas flask window is apparent. Instead, with proper acceptance cuts on the

chambers, a nearly flat distribution appears. A Monte Carlo program was written to
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Table X. Full target length measurements

Beam Energy (MeV)

497
581
647
733
798

Wt Mean (cm)

19.69 ± 0.06
19.74 ± 0.06
19.75 ± 0.02
19.73 ± 0.02
19.74 ± 0.01

S Mean

19.69 ±
19.76 ±
19.74 ±
19.73 ±
19.73 ±

(cm)

0.03
0.10
0.03
0.09
0.10

identify the best way to determine the target length from this distribution. This ap-

proach showed that the length could be determined from points chosen to correspond

to the half-height of the distribution. The procedure for getting these half-height

values for each end of the spectrum is as follows.

First, the height of the distribution was calculated as an average height of the

ZCL spectrum (which were not strictly flat due to beam absorption). Two points

(points A and B in Fig. 16) were chosen within the plateau of the distribution rea-

sonably far apart, and the average height was calculated between these two points.

Next, the half-height point was chosen in the drop-off region for one side of the

spectrum by selecting the value closest to the half-height value (point C in Fig. 16).

Due to resolution and binning constraints, this point was not necessarily the best

value to give the target end. Therefore, points were chosen for the bins on either

side of point C. The parameters for a line were calculated for these two points and

a 2-coordinate was calculated for the half-height value. To improve on this midpoint

value, the procedure was repeated with points that are two bins (2 mm) away from

the half-height value. The z-component for half-height value was determined for

both ends of the ZCLM spectrum and the difference taken as the target length. This

procedure was repeated for the target length determination from the drift chamber

information.

Three or four measurements were made at each energy and a weighted (Wt)

average was taken for each energy as well as an unweighted (S) mean. Table X lists

the values for each energy with an overall target length calculated as the weighted

average and mean of measurements from all the energies.
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The mean of either column is 19.73 ± 0.02 cm. The weighted averages of the

columns labelled Wt and S are 19.739 ±0.001 cm and 19.724±0.003 cm, respectively.

The full target measurement is, thus: 19.73 ± 0.02 cm. Finally, the target lengths

from the three methods were averaged to give a final target length of 19.75 ±0.05 cm.

The standard deviation was used as the uncertainty rather than the standard error

of the mean as a conservative estimate of the uncertainty in the target length. The

final areal density used in the cross section calculation depends on this length as well

as the 0.015 cm thickness of mylar in the target windows and the amount of gas in

the outer flask that is within the target traceback cuts.

Two methods were used to determine the amount of gas within the traceback

cuts. A calculation was made based on the gas pressure and the length of the gas

region used within the cuts. The gas-to-liquid ratios from this method were 0.015 ±

0.001 and 0.0153 ± 0.0003 for the 500 MeV and the > 500 MeV cases, respectively.

The other approach to estimate the gas thickness compared the event yield from the

gas region with the event yield from the liquid region in the target tracebacks. A

region in the ZCLM and ZCLJ histograms that was totally in the gas flask and also

within the visual acceptance of the chamber system was selected. From this region,

an average height was calculated, and this value was divided by the average height

of the liquid region to give a gas-to-liquid ratio. The gas-to-liquid ratio from this

method was 0.017 ± 0.002 and 0.016 ± 0.003 for the 500 MeV and the > 500 MeV

cases, respectively. The gas length was calculated as the distance between cuts on

the traceback less the liquid target length, and then the gas length was multiplied by

the gas-to-liquid ratio. Thus, the gas length was converted to an equivalent length of

liquid of 0.0631 ± 0.007 cm and 0.059 ± 0.01 cm for the 500 MeV and the > 500 MeV

cases, respectively. This length was added to the length of liquid found above.

The areal density was then calculated from the following formula:

. _ NQPL

where NQ is Avogadro's number (6.022 x 1023 molecules/mole based on the molecular

weight of Carbon-12 = 12 gin), p is the density, L is the target length, and A is the
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gram atomic mass of the target material. For 500 MeV, the target areal density was

8.41 ± 0.02 x 10~4 protons/mb. For the other energy settings, it was 8.44 ± 0.02 x

10~4 protons/mb.

Beam Attenuation

Two major attenuation factors had to be taken into account for this experiment,

the beam particle attenuation, and the scattered particle attenuation, both of which

tend to decrease the cross section by a few percent when corrections are not made. Due

to nuclear and coulomb multiple scattering, some beam particles included in the beam

intensity measurements scattered from the target or reacted with it. This meant that

the overall beam normalization factor was larger than it should have been. The beam

intensity also varied longitudinally across the target due to the beam attenuation,

and, therefore, an average beam intensity over the target length was used for the

normalization. The beam intensity was measured at a point about 68 cm upstream

of the target and passed through air, mylar, and other materials found in Table XI

before it interacted with the target and the fourth beam scintillator, B4.

Table XI. List of materials in proton beam upstream of B4.

Material

Al vac window
Wire scanners

Air (total)
Beam scints.

Wrapping
Yellow Tape

Target Windows
Hydrogen gas

LH2

Length (cm)

0.013
0.0025

86
0.3
0.1
0.06
0.12
16

19.75

Areal density (^3)

0.034
0.007
0.09
0.32
0.12
0.06
0.082
0.016
1.40
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A calculation for the beam attenuation correction was made from a knowledge

of the p-carbon total cross section7* and the p-p total cross section.1 The correction

for other materials in the air, scintillators, and mylar was also calculated from both

of these total cross sections as the components of these materials have nuclear ab-

sorption cross sections all similar to carbon and hydrogen. The fourth beam counter

scintillator, B4, located downstream of the target measured the beam intensity after

the target and was used for a comparison of measured values of the beam attenuation

with the calculated values. For 500 MeV, a 38 mm diameter scintillator was used,

but for the other energies, a larger diameter (51 mm) scintillator was used because

multiple scattering effects were greater than first anticipated.

Particle attenuation is proportional to exp(—cyz), where ax is the total cross

section for a proton it a given energy on an attenuating material and z is the area!

density of that material. In other words, the beam normalization can be found as:

(24)

where Bo is the number of beam particles measured by B123, and c^ and z{ are the

p + X{ total cross section and areal density for attenuator material Xi, respectively.

A correction for coulomb multiple scattering based on Moliere theory75 dis-

cussed in Appendix B was also used with the absorption correction to determine the

transmission factor for the beam through the target, for comparison with the mea-

sured value from B4. The multiple scattering corrections were on the order of 0.05%

to 0.4% depending upon the beam energy, target thickness, and the location and size

of B4. Due to the length of the target, a proton possibly could have scattered for-

ward, and then scattered again within the target. Rescattered protons were treated

as good pp elastic events, and therefore, a correction to the beam transmission factor

was made. The correction of 0.1% was based on a Monte Carlo simulation of the

scattering process. The uncertainties for the beam attenuation for the LH2 target

are mainly due to the uncertainty in the pp total cross section, which is about 2% of

the total cross section used for the energies of interest. There is also an uncertainty
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Table XII. Calculated and measured beam transmission factors between the beam
counters and B* with a full LHj target.

Nominal Energy (MeV)

497
581
647
733
798

Calc. Trans, at B4

0.956 ± 0.001
0.9578 ± 0.0009
0.955 ± 0.001

0.9482 ± 0.0008
0.9465 ± 0.0009

Measured Trans, at B4

0.958 ± 0.001
0.959 ± 0.001
0.955 ± 0.001
0.950 ± 0.001
0.947 ± 0.001

of about 0.1% in the multiple scattering correction. Both of these uncertainties are

included in the final beam attenuation corrections in Table XII.

Calculations of the fraction of beam particles that reach B4 are in reasonable

agreement with the measured values as can be seen in Table XII. The final correction

factors for beam particle absorption to the cross section are listed in Table XIII.

Multiple scattering corrections were not included in these factors as the beam protons

are mostly forward scattered, and therefore are available for elastic scattering.

Table XIII. Calculated beam transmission factor to the center of the LH2 target.

Nominal Energy (MeV) Attenuation at Target Center

497 0.981 ±0.001
581 0.978 ± 0.001
647 0.977 ± 0.001
733 0.975 ± 0.001
798 0.973 ±0.001

The B4 to B123 ratio for the solid target data runs indicate that the p-C total

cross section values determined in this experiment are typically 10 ± 3% lower than
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those determined by Ray74. A 10% correction factor was applied to ay for p-carbon

from Ray74 before being included in Eq. (24). A correction of 10% was also applied

to the scattered particle attenuation for the solid targets, as described in the next

section.

Scattered Particle Attenuation

The scattered-particle attenuation for the liquid-hydrogen target was calculated

by a method similar to that used for the beam attenuation correction, with both

scattered and recoil particles being taken into account. Tins energies of the two

types generally were different and thus they had different scattering and absorption

probabilities. The multiple scattering correction was made at a different time and

will be discussed in the section on Coulomb multiple scattering.

Corrections for the scattered particle attenuation were made from a knowledge

of the p-p total cross section and the n-Carbon total cross section as well. The

n-C total cross section was used in place of the p-C total cross section, because

more experimental data76"88 were available over a wider range of energies and, as

the coulomb multiple scattering was taken into account separately, it was actually a

more accurate description for nuclear attenuation effects. The thickness and types of

materials in the scattered and recoil particles' paths were also taken into account with

a scaling factor multiplying the n-C total cross section to make it more like those for

oxygen and nitrogen found in air and mylar. For this purpose, a factor of A3, where

A is the atomic weight of a given material, was introduced. Due to the size of the

solid angle bins used in the determination of the elastic differential cross section, an

average value for the attenuation was calculated for a given bin. Typical values for

the scattered-particle attenuation factors, as, for the LH2 target cell, varied over a

range from 1.7% to 5.0% depending on incident beam energy and the location of the

detectors, which determined the thickness of material that the particles traversed. As

this attenuation factor was mostly determined by the amount of LH2, the systematic

uncertainty mostly arose from the uncertainty in the knowledge of the p-p total cross

section, which was less than 2% for the energy range of this experiment. Therefore,
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the systematic uncertainty in this calculation was 0.03% to 0.1% for the LH2 target

cell.

Some CH2 target cross section data were taken at all beam energies, for system-

atic comparisons of attenuation and other corrections to the LH2 target cross section

data. The cross section values for the CH2 data runs included a 12% correction to the

p-C total cross section for the scattered particles based on the information already dis-

cussed in the beam particle attenuation section. The correction for scattered particle

attenuation was an over-correction due to the fact that most of the nuclear scattering

represented by the total cross section is forward scattering. In other words, a signifi-

cant portion of the protons were scattered less than a few degrees in the lab frame and

were accepted within the kinematic restraints. Table XIV contains the percentage of

forward-scattered protons for scattering within various polar angles estimated from

three sources1'89'90 for p-p and p-C scattering. The estimates were made for 400 MeV

protons incident on hydrogen and carbon, for scattering angles up to 6° lab. The

estimates were then used in conjunction with kinematic cuts to produce second-order

corrections, which were typically less than 1%. A comparison of the CH2 results to

the LH2 cross section data will be discussed in the next chapter.

Table XIV. Percentage of forward scattering for nuclear scattering attenuation cor-
rection as a function of scattering angle for 400 MeV protons incident
on protons and carbon.

Lab angle (deg.) p-p scattering ratio (%) p-Carbon scattering ratio (%)

1 (L2 I
2 0.5 4
3 1.0 7
4 1.6 10
5 2.4 14
6 3.2 17
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As a further verification that the attenuation corrections were w ' ; ' , a CH2

absorber was placed between a CH2 target and the detectors, but not in the proton

beam, for the nominal beam energies of 733 and 798 MeV. Table XV contains three

columns of data which are the ratios of the CH2 cross section to the LH2 cross section

over several angles for: 1) a | inch CH2 target with no absorber, 2) a 1 inch CH2

target with no absorber, and 3) the same 1 inch target with the CH2 absorber in

place. These comparisons for 733 MeV yield a weighted average (WA in the table)

of 1.006 ± 0.006, 0.997 ± 0.005, and 0.990 ± 0.004 for the \ inch no-absorber runs,

the 1 inch no-absorber runs, and the 1 inch plus absorber runs, respectively. A

simple average (SA in the table) of 1.005 ± 0.008, 0.996 ± 0.012, and 0.991 ± 0.004

were obtained for these same runs. For 798 MeV, the comparisons yield a weighted

average of 1.010 ± 0.006, 1.015 ± 0.006, and 1.008 ± 0.006 for the \ inch no-absorber

runs, the 1 inch no-absorber runs, and the 1 inch plus absorber runs, respectively. A

simple average of 1.012 ± 0.007, 1.017 ± 0.007, and 1.008 ± 0.005 were the results for

the 798 MeV data. Some of these ratios are significantly larger than l.C and probably

result from the large systematic uncertainty of the p-Carbon total cross section. The

systematic uncertainties of the ratios of CH2 to LH2 are about 1%.

Background Subtraction

The detection of both the scattered and recoil protons for each event in this

experiment allowed most background events to be eliminated by kinematic and target

traceback cuts. Still, a small amount (~ 0.1 - 0.5%) of background events from

the liquid target remained and came from two sources, quasi-free scattering from

carbon and oxygen in the mylar used for the target windov-'s. and from the inelastic

reactions (both free and quasi-free) pp —> ppir°, pp —* npir+, and pp —> dir+. A

background spectrum from these sources was simulated by a combination of data

produced by two Monte Carlo programs. The quasi Lee simulated data were based

upon two-body kinematics with the target proton momentum chosen according to

a fermi distribution for carbon91'92 with random direction. To first order, this is a

good approximation and is commonly known as the impulse approximation where
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Table XV. Ratio of cross sections for scattered particle absorber test runs to the
LHj cross section values for the nominal beam energies of 733 MeV and
798 MeV. The uncertainties are statistical only.

\ inch
(no abs.)

1 inch
(no abs.)

1 inch
(with abs.)

Beam Energy Lab Angle
(MeV) (deg.)

Ratio Ratio Ratio

733
733
798
798

733

798

Results
MeV
MeV
MeV
MeV

(WA)
(SA)
(WA)
(SA)

32.94
34.66
36.38
38.11
39.81

32.37
34.08
35.79
37.53
39.24

1.010
1.006
1.032
0.990
0.989

0.993
1.012
1.015
1.034
1.004

1.006
1.005
1.010
1.012

± 0.012
± 0.012
±0.013
±0.013
±0.013

±0.013
±0.014
±0.015
± 0.016
±0.015

± 0.006
± 0.008
± 0.006
± 0.007

1.021
1.011
0.999
1.001
0.949

1.011
0.999
1.009
1.041
1.025

0.997
0.996
1.015
1.017

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

0.010
0.011
0.011
0.012
0.011

0.011
0.012
0.013
0.014
0.014

0.005
0.012
0.006
0.007

0.979
0.999
0.994
0.996
0.985

1.008
1.012
1.013
1.020
0.989

0.990
0.991
1.008
1.008

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

±
±
±
±

0.009
0.009
0.010
0.010
0.010

0.011
0.012
0.013
0.014
0.013

0.004
0.004
0.006
0.005

the residual nucleus is treated as a spectator. The generated events were restricted

to be within the acceptance of the chamber detector system. The second Monte

Carlo program generated the pion production background as random events evenly

distributed over the chambers and also restricted to the chamber acceptance. Pion

production was assumed to yielu a flat angular distribution in ^ , which is not far

from true since the angular distributions for pion production are known to be quite

broad.

In order to take into account the 2-dimensional nature of the acceptance and

kinematics of this measurement, the quantity RSQ = (A0)2 + (aA<j>)2 was formed.
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FIG. 18. RSQ histogram and kinematic cut selection. The solid curve is the actual
data from a LH2 data run and the dashed curve represents the simulated
background. The point A indicates the location of the kinematic cut which
was one of the criteria for a good pp elastically scattered event. The
points B and C indicate the locations for this particular data run used to
determine which background simulation best matched the real background.
For this particular histogram, the estimated background under the peak is
about 0.1%.
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Histograms of RSQ (Fig. 18) for each angular bin in the cross section measurement

were kept during replay for background subtraction. The term A0 was the difference

between the expected scattering angle for the right-side detector array and the actual

measured value; in fact, the A0 here is the same as that in Eq. (18). The term A<£ was

the co-planarity angle and a = sin 9 to make the width of the co-planarity distribution

commensurate with the width of the A0 distribution. This comes the fact that the

spatial spread in the co-planarity angle is rA<f> with r = R sin 6 and the spatial spread

in the polar angle A8 is given by AAd. Therefore, the spread corresponding to A^ is

roughly equal to the spread in A0, when the factor of sin 9 is included. With A0 and

A<f> denned this way, events were selected with the requirement that RSQ be less than

some value corresponding to the widths of A0 and A<f>. This cutoff value (indicated

by 'the point A in Fig. 18) was set to minimize the background event fraction while

keeping losses due to coulomb multiple scattering to a low level.

The simulated data from the two Monte Carlo procedures were then combined

with some mix of quasi-free scattering and pion-production results to match a given

region of the RSQ histogram, reasonably far from the kinematic cut to insure that

most of the events in this region were indeed background events. The dashed curve in

Fig. 18 represents the simulated data with the region to which it was matched lying

between the points B and C. When the best match was achieved, an integral of the

simulated data was made within the limits (the region bounded by the origin and

point A) set on RSQ. The background correction factor was then determined as:

r i Bl

where Bj was the integrated simulated background within the kinematic cut and N?

was the total integrated experimental data of the RSQ histogram within the same

cut.

The systematic uncertainty for the background correction was estimated in the

following way. The relative contributions of the quasi-free simulated background

and the pion production background were varied to the extent that the fit of the

region bounded by the points B and C no longer agreed very well. The systematic
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uncertainty in the background was then taken as half the range that was determined

this way. Generally, the background correction was a few tenthb of a percent for the

LH2 target, as expected. Some typical values are listed in Table XVI. Note that the

percent background varied for the same angle setting, but different detector array

location. This variation was due mostly to the different cuts on the RSQ histograms.

For the CH2 targets the same approach was used for the calculation of background.

A larger background was expected due to the higher concentration of carbon in the

targets, and can be seen in Table XVII.

Table XVI. Typical background corrections and systematic uncertainties for LH2
target for the nominal beam energy of 497 MeV.

Lab Angle (degrees)

20.34
22.06
23.78
25.49

20.35
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.66
32.37
34.09

34.09
35.80
37.52
39.24
40.97

Backgiound (%)

0.315
0.306
0.280
0.202

0.231
0.200
0.180
0.166
0.155
0.143
0.125
0.099
0.059

0.126
0.103
0.087
0.085
0.101

Systematic Uncertainty (%)

0.005
0.005
0.015
0.015

0.010
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.010
0.010
0.005
0.005

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
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Table XVII. Typical background corrections and systematic uncertainties for a
2.54 cm CH2 target for the nominal beam energy of 497 MeV.

Lab Angle (degrees) Percent Background Systematic Uncertainty
_

0.1
0.3
0.6
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4

23.78
25.52
27.22
28.93
30.65
33.80
34.94
36.10
37.25
38.38

6.9
7.5
8.3
9.0
8.7
5.8
5.5
5.5
5.2
6.2

Coulomb Multiple Scattering

Coulomb multiple scattering corrections were based upon Moliere scattering

theory75 provided by the useful UCLA internal report by Stork.93 Two numbers, B

and x, were calculated for each angular bin for the cross section measurement based

upon particle energy and the amount of various materials in the paths of the scat-

tered and recoil particles. These two variables are described further in Appendix B.

Table VII of Stork's paper was used in conjunction with these two variables and

the limit (point A in Fig. 18) placed on the RSQ variable to determine the multiple

scattering correction for the scat Wed and recoil particles. Typical values for these

corrections ranged from less than 0.1% to about 0.7% at a proton incident beam

energy of 491.9 MeV on the LH2 target over the angular range for that energy, and

0.3% to 0.7% for the proton energies of 728.2 MeV and 793.0 MeV.

The multiple scattering corrections were also estimated from the RSQ his-

tograms, discussed in the section on background subtraction. The relative background

was determined for the RSQ histograms for the particular kinematic cuts used in re-

play, as discussed in the section on background subtraction. The background was also
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estimated for looser restrictions in the kinematic cuts, i. e., for greater values for the

location of point A in Fig. 18. Provided the region where the simulated background

was matched to the RSQ tail reasonably, then the difference between the estimated

background for the replay cut and the larger cuts should be a good estimate of the

multiple scattering correction. The final multiple scattering values were taken as the

average of the calculated and estimated corrections, with the systematic uncertainty

taken to be half of the difference between the two values.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The elastic differential cross section for the ideal case was defined in the exper-

imental chapter as:

da Y
dfl ~

This equation becomes more complex after the correction factors described in the

experimental and analysis sections are included, and in fact, is written as:

=

dU B0CBABtAaesemCLrnsAn'
where all of the variables are defined below:

YQ is the scattered particle yield measured with the MWPCs,

Cj is the background subtraction correction,

eB is the overall beam counter efficiency,

BQ is the number of beam protons detected by the beam-counter system with,

CB as the correction factor for the beam normalization,

AB is the beam absorption correction,

t is the target areal density,

Aa is the scattered particle correction,

ea is the scintillator hodoscope efficiency,

em is the MWPC efficiency,

Cx is the live-time correction factor,

ms is the coulomb multiple-scattering correction, and

is the solid angle bin considered.
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Table XVIII. Typical statistical and systematic uncertainties for cross section data
for the LH2 target at all energies. The statistical uncertainties for
yield, YQ, and MWPC efficiency, em, are per angular bin. The uncer-
tainties for the normalization, B, and the correction, CB have been
combined.

Tlab
0
Yo

ch
£B

Bo, CB

AB

t
A.
e»
£m

CL
ms

An

Stat. Unc. (%)

0.4

<0.01
0.02

0.02
0.2
0.1

Sys. Unc. (%)
0.2
0.3

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.3

Typical statistical and systematic uncertainties as well as typical contributions from

the individual corrections for the LH2 target cross section data are listed in Ta-

ble XVIII for the various factors in Eq. (25).

The differential cross section results measured for the LH2 target and for the

CH2 targets are listed at the end of the chapter. The center-of-momentum cross

section data for the LH2 target are displayed graphically in Figures 19 through 23

and the CH2 cross section data are displayed in Figure 24.

Comparisons between the LH2 and CH2 cross section data were made at each

energy to establish the validity of the absorption corrections and the background

subtraction procedure. Ratios of CH2 cross sections to LH2 cross sections were made

for overlapping solid angle bins between the two data sets and the resulting ratios

were averaged over each energy and target thickness. The CH2 cross sections are
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FIG. 19. The absolute differential cross section data obtained in this experiment with the LH2 target at 491.9 MeV. The
curve is from Arndt's phase-shift analysis. The size of some uncertainties is smaller than the plotting symbol;
therefore, the uncertainties are not displayed.
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FIG. 20. The absolute differential cross section data obtained in this experiment with the LH2 target at 575.5 MeV. The
curve is from Arndt's phase-shift analysis. The size of some uncertainties is smaller than the plotting symbol;
therefore, the uncertainties are not displayed.
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FIG. 21. The absolute differential cross section data obtained in this experiment with the LH2 target at 641.6 M2V. The
curve is from Arndt's phase-shift analysis. The size of some uncertainties is smaller than the plotting symbol;
therefore, the uncertainties are not displayed.
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FIG. 22. The absolute differential cross section data obtained in this experiment with the LH2 target at 728.2 MeV. The
curve is from Arndt's phase-shift analysis. The size of some uncertainties is smaller than the plotting symbol;
therefore, the uncertainties are not displayed.
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FIG. 23. The absolute differential cross section data obtained in this experiment with the LH2 target at 793.0 MeV. The
curve is from Arndt's phase-shift analysis. The size of some uncertainties is smaller tb in the plotting symbol;
therefore, the uncertainties are not displayed.
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FIG. 24. The absolute differential cross section data obtained in this experiment
with the CH2 targets at proton beam energies of 491.9, 575.5, 641.6, 728.2,
and 793.0 MeV displayed from bottom to top. The size of some uncertain-
ties is smaller than the plotting symbol; therefore, the uncertainties are
not displayed.
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Table XIX. Ratios of the CH2 cross sections to the LH2 cross sections grouped by:
I.) Energy, II.) target thickness, III.) low (0.9197^) or high density
(0.9679-^3), and the overall ratio of <rCH to crLH . All uncertainties listed
are standard deviations. The entry labelled with an * is the 2.54 cm
high density target data with the scattered-particle absorber in place.

Grouping
I.
I.
I.
I.
1.

II.
II.
II.
II.
II.

III.
III.

Total

491.9 MeV
575.5 MeV
641.6 MeV
728.2 MeV
793.0 MeV

0.635 cm
1.27 cm
2.54 cm
5.08 cm
2.54* cm

High dens.
Low dens.

Ratio
1.005 ± 0.005
1.002 ± 0.006
1.012 ± 0.007
0.996 ± 0.008
1.011 ±0.009

0.967 ±0.011
1.007 ± 0.004
1.003 ± 0.004
1.002 ± 0.005
0.996 ± 0.009

1.003 ± 0.006
1.005 ± 0.005

1.004 ± 0.005

typically larger than the LE2 cross sections as indicated by the ratios in Table XIX;

nevertheless, reasonable agreement has been achieved.

Comparison with Previous Cross Section Data

Relatively few high precision cross section data exist at energies and angles

comparable to the present work: the data of Hoffmann et o/.19 at 497.5 MeV, the

data of Berdoz et a/.18 at 581.8 MeV, and the relative cross section measurement of

Barlett et a/.20 at 796.0 MeV.

To facilitate the comparison between data sets, a curve of the form

<r{0) = co + c2 cos 26cm + c4 cos 40C m + c6 cos 60C m



was fit to the present LH2 target cross section data. The coefficients were determined

by a x2 minimization procedure and the results are listed in Table XX. Ratios of

the various available data to the results of the fit are plotted in Figure 25 after the

previous experimental data were shifted to the energy of the present work. Arndt's

phase shift predictions of the cross section are represented in the graph by the curve.

It should be noted that the database for the phase-shift predictions include the data

from the present work. With the exception of the 793.0 MeV data, Arndt's PSA-

predicted cross sections agree with the present data to within a few percent between

40° and 90° c. m. The phase-shift predictions are lower than the present work for

angles less than 35° em. A comparison between the present work and the results of

the PSA is displayed in Table XXI. It should be noted that some of the x2 Per data

point values are large and the value for 793.0 MeV is significantly large.

A comparison to other experimental data reveals that Hoffmann's data agree

with the present data at 491.9 MeV. The cross section data by Barlett et al. also

agree with the present measurements after Barlett's data are renormalized. The data

by Berdoz et al. disagree with the present experiment by at least 5% and a possible

explanation for this discrepancy might be the normalization procedures. Berdoz et

al. normalized their data to Chatelain's data which has a potential source of error.

Table XX. The coefficients of the fit of 53n=o C2n c o s ^n& ^° *ne c r o s s section data
from the present work with the minimum x2 per degree of freedom for
each energy.

Energy

CO

C2

c4

C6

x2

491.9

4.441
1.155
0.179
0.059

1.0

575.5

4.653
1.955
0.156
0.042

1.1

641.6

5.071
3.241
0.394
0.069

1.1

728.2

5.634
5.015
0.883
0.111

0.7

793.0

6.092
6.181
1.335
0.195

1.1
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Table XXI. A comparison of the present cross section data with the results of Arndt's
PSA program in terms of the \2 per data point where N is the number
of data points in the comparison.

Beam Energy (MeV)

491.9
575.5
641.6
728.2
793.0

x2

22.125
61.344
75.313
72.344
166.438

i
1.70
3.61
4.43
4.26
9.79

In 1982, Chatelain et a/.22 measured the pp differential cross section at 90° c. m.

from 516 to 582 MeV with quoted uncertainties of 0.7% to 1.3%. However, these data

might be too high by as miich as 5%. The data which are presented in this disser-

tation used a beam-counting technique similar to the procedure used for Chatelain's

experiment; therefore it is important to explore these procedures in detail.

Chatelain counted the beam protons with two scintillators placed directly in

the beam downstream of the target. The number of rf pulses that contain at least

one proton is given by the number of times the two scintillators registered a hit in

coincidence. This method, without corrections, works well for at most one proton per

rf pulse. However, if more than one proton occupied an rf pulse, the scintillators will

register only one hit, and hence, the total number of beam particles is undercounted,

resulting in a cross section that is too large. Chatelain made corrections based on

Poisson statistics for this undercount and the corrections are exact provided that

the beam rate is constant. However, should the beam rate fluctuate, then the non-

linearity of Poisson statistics can lead to a significantly lower estimate of the beam

rate. For example, if the beam rate varies from 0.0 to 0.4 protons per pulse, then

Chatelain averages this to 0.2 protons per pulse and estimates the beam rate 3.3%

too low. Such fluctuations in the beam intensity could be expected from the beam

moving across the slits which were used in the SIN experiment. A comparison of the
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data19 at 497.5 MeV, Berdoz's data,18 and Barlett's data20 all include
compensations for the difference in energies compared to the present ex-
perimental results.
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Chatelain et al. data with an adjustment for angle and energy to the present data

reveals that that the previous data are about 5% too high.

The current experiment also made use of scintillators directly in the proton

beam and used a similar logic circuitry to Chatelain's to provide a first-order estimate

of the beam normalization. Furthermore, delayed coincidences circuits provided the

necessary information for the normalization correction. This method is described

in detail in two papers by Giilmez.59'60 With large pulse-to-pulse fluctuations, this

method produces the same results as Chatelain's correction procedure; however, for a

slowly-varying beam rate (relative to the coincidence delay length), the method used

here is better. For instance, a beam rate which varies from 0.0 to 0.4 protons per

pulse yields a cross section that is only 1% high.

To reduce this undercorrection further, most of the current data were taken

with a beam rate near 0.01 protons per pulse, for which the estimated error is less

than 0.1%. Some data were taken at high and low beam rates (typically 0.03 and

0.001 protons per pulse) to test these corrections. These test runs showed that the

beam counting system was stable up to 0.1 protons per pulse.

In 1984, cross section measurements were made by Ottewell et al. 23 at 90° c. m.

at 450 and 500 MeV with a quoted uncertainty of 1.8%. The cross section values

reported in that work were normalized to the integrated current from a Faraday cup

which was assumed to have detected all the beam charge. In general this is not a

good assumption. In fact, Ottewell's data are about 3% larger than the present data.

An internal consistency of 0.5% was maintained between the Faraday cup and the

pp elastic telescope, but no estimate of the systematic uncertainty was given for the

cup. A loss of charge by the Faraday cup would lead to a cross section value that

was too large. Two other beam monitors (a secondary-emission monitor (SEM) and

a polarimeter) were also employed for that experiment, but could only be trusted to

about 2%. In order to check the beam normalization reliability, a measurement was

made at 500 MeV with a 3-counter transmission telescope as well as the Faraday cup.

Due to poor geometry, a 3% uncertainty was estimated for this data point.
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Conclusions

The determination of the p-p elastic absolute differential cross section could have

been made easier with a few improvements which could be implemented for future

experiments should they be performed. The improvements are minimal and would

either provide additional information on the systematic uncertainties or facilitate the

analysis of the acquired data.

The information about the beam normalization factor from the beam-counter

system could be enhanced by measuring the integrated charge from a Faraday cup

system. Additional information on the background subtraction procedure and the

particle attenuation corrections could be supplied with solid carbon target data runs

to compare to software-simulated data. A smaller systematic uncertainty in the solid

angle could be achieved by a better determination of the MWPC wire spacing.

The source of the discrepancies between the present data and Arndt's PSA pre-

dictions of the differential cross section is unclear at the moment. These discrepancies

might be cleared up with a re-examination of the PSA database. Past examinations

• concluded that some data were entered into the database incorrectly or with small

uncertainties which weighted the PSA fit unfairly.

The completion of this experiment and data analysis should conclude the

isospin-1 amplitude studies in the 500 to 800 MeV energy range.

Tables XXII through XXXI contain the center-of-momentum differential cross

section as a function of scattering angle for the LH2 target and CH2 targets.
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Table XXII. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 491.9 MeV.

LH2 Target

(deg.)

20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53
39.25
40.97

(^)lab
(mb/srad)

18.899 ± 0.103
18.058 ± 0.098
17.093 ± 0.091
16.196 ± 0.099
15.411 ± 0.092
14.692 ± 0.087
14.116 ±0.085
13.330 ± 0.079
12.632 ± 0.054
11.931 ± 0.050
11.439 ± 0.048
10.975 ± 0.046
10.531 ± 0.044

^c.m.

(deg.)

45.22
48.95
52.67
56.36
60.03
63.69
67.31
70.92
74.50
78.05
81.58
85.09
88.58

(d<r\
W c . m .

(mb/srad)

4.249 ± 0.023
4.150 ± 0.023
4.022 ± 0.022
3.908 ± 0.024
3.819 ± 0.023
3.746 ± 0.022
3.708 ± 0.022
3.614 ± 0.022
3.539 ± 0.015
3.461 ± 0.015
3.440 ± 0.014
3.427 ± 0.014
3.420 ± 0.014

Stat.(%)

0.28
0.27
0.27
0.47
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.24
0.26
0.24
0.24
0.24

Uncertainty

Sys. (%)

0.47
0.47
0.46
0.39
0.39
0.38
0.40
0.39
0.35
0.33
0.34
0.34
0.34

Tot. (%)

0.55
0.54
0.53
0.61
0.60
0.59
0.60
0.60
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
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Table XXIII. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 575.5 MeV.

LH2 Target

u *c.m. (an) Uncertainty

(deg.) (mb/srad) (deg.) (mb/srad) Stat.(%) Sys. (%) Tot. (%)

13.18
14.61
16.33
18.05
19.77
21.49
23.20
24.92
26.64
28.36
30.08
31.80
33.52
35.24
36.96
38.67
40.39

27.220
25.929
23.821
22.400
20.634
19.379
17.766
16.378
15.157
13.815
13.054
12.033
11.177
10.373
9.754
9.267
8.824

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.235
0.205
0.147
0.130
0.117
0.100
0.087
0.106
0.098
0.092
0.087
0.080
0.056
0.051
0.049
0.045
0.043

29.97
33.19
37.03
40.86
44.67
48.45
52.21
55.95
59.67
63.36
67.02
70.65
74.26
77.84
81.39
84.91
88.41

5.521
5.329
4.982
4.777
4.494
4.319
4.059
3.842
3.657
3.434
3.348
3.190
3.067
2.951
2.882
2.847
2.824

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.048
0.042
0.031
0.028
0.025
0.022
0.020
0.025
0.024
0.023
0.022
0.021
0.015
0.015
0.014
0.014
0.014

0.52
0.42
0.41
0.40
0.40
0.31
0.31
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.24
0.24
0.27
0.27
0.27

0.69
0.67
0.46
0.42
0.40
0.41
0.38
0.36
0.36
0.39
0.39
0.39
0.44
0.43
0 42
0.41
0.41

0.86
0.79
0.62
0.58
0.57
0.51
0.49
0.65
0.65
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.50
0.49
0.50
0.49
0.49
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Table XXIV. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 641.6 MeV.

LH2 Target

*lab

(deg.)

12.89
14.61
16.33
18.05
19.77
21.49
23.20
24.92
26.64
28.36
30.08
31.80
33.52
35.24
36.96
38.67
40.39

(an)
(mb/srad)

32.803 ± 0.269
29.978 ± 0.241
26.667 ± 0.185
24.261 ± 0.161
21.819 ± 0.139
19.404 + 0.111
17.472 ±0.100
15.513 ± 0.092
14.028 ± 0.101
12.328 ± 0.088
11.074 ± 0.084
9.978 ± 0.076
8.970 ± 0.055
8.185 ± 0.050
7.694 ± 0.048
7.154 ± 0.046
6.704 ± 0.042

ec.m.
(deg.)

29.72
33.61
37.49
41.36
45.20
49.02
52.82
56.59
60.33
64.04
67.72
71.37
74.99
78.59
82.15
85.67
89.17

(an)
V / cm.

(inb/srad)
6.485 ± 0.053
6.025 ± 0.049
5.461 ± 0.038
5.071 ± 0.034
4.664 ± 0.030
4.249 ± 0.024
3.927 ± 0.022
3.586 ± 0.021
3 340 ± 0.024
3.028 ± 0.022
2.811 ± 0.021
2.622 ± 0.020
2.444 ± 0.015
2.316 ±0.014
2.265 ± 0.014
2.194 ± 0.014
2.145 ± 0.014

Stat.(%)

0.46
0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45
0.35
0.35
0.37
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.61
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.42
0.42

Uncertainty

Sys. (%)

0.68
0.66
0.52
0.49
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.46
0.44
0.42
0.47
0.46
0.52
0.51
0.51
0.48
0.47

Tot. (%)

0.82
0.80
0.69
0.67
u.b4
0.57
0.57
0.59
0.72
0.72
0.75
0.76
0.62
0.61
0.62
0.64
0.63
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Table XXV. Laboratory and center-of-mom^ntum cross sections for 728.2 MeV.

LH2 Target

()^ ( ) c m Uncertainty

(deg.) (mb/srad) (deg.) (mb/srad) Stat.(%) Sys. (%) Tot. (%)

12.32
14.04
15.76
17.48
19.19
20.91
22.63
24.35
26.07
27.79
29.51
31.23
32.95
34.66
36.38
38.10
39.82

41.335
36.080
31.227
27.072
23.315
19.880
16.906
14.330
12.048
10.213
8.893
7.499
6.540
5.731
5-177
4.728
4.414

±
±

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.363
0.251
0.219
0.166
0:154
0.136
0.123
0.136
0.118
0.098
0.086
0.073
0.042
0.038
0.037
0.033
0.031

28.86
32.83
36.78
40.70
44.60
48.47
52.32
56.13
59.92
63.67
67.39
71.07
74.72
78.34
81.92
85.47
88.98

7.892
7.008
6.183
5.476
4.827
4.221
3.689
3.219
2.791
2.445
2.203
1.926
1.744
1.590
1.496
1.425
1.391

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.069
0.049
0.043
0.034
0.032
0.029
0.027
0.031
0.027
0.024
0.021
0.019
0.011
0.010
0.011
0.010
0.010

0.44
0.45
0.46
0.37
0.30
0.31
0.33
0.57
0.60
0.62
0.64
0.68
0.32
0.34
0.40
0.40
0.41

0.76
0.53
0.53
0.49
0.59
0.61
0.65
0.76
0.77
0.73
0.73
0.70
0.56
0.56
0.59
0.58
0.56

0.88
0.70
0.70
0.61
0.66
0.68
0.73
0.95
0.98
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.64
0.66
0.71
0.70
0.69
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Table XXVI. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 793.0 MeV.

LH2 Target

(O,* '«•• (an) c m Uncertainty
(deg.) (mb/srad) (deg.) (mb/srad) Stat.(%) Sys. (%) Tot. (%)

11.75
13.46
15.18
16.90
18.62
20.34
22.06
23.78
25.50
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53
39.25

48.725
41.248
35.029
29.341
24.758
20.522
17.047
14.170
11.574
9.519
7.842
6.572
5.490
4.692
4.126
3.709
3.401

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.379
0.285
0.247
0.185
0.156
0.133
0.114
0.105
0.102
0.085
0.074
0.064
0.038
0.035
0.032
0.029
0.028

27.86
31.88
35.87
39.84
43.79
47.71
51.59
55.44
59.26
63.05
66.80
70.51
74.19
77.83
81.43
84.99
88.51

9.055
7.799
6.754
5.781
4.995
4.249
3.629
3.108
2.620
2.228
1.902
1.654
1.436
1.278
1.171
1.100
1.055

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
+

0.071
0.054
0.048
0.036
0.031
0.028
0.025
0.023
0.023
0.020
0.018
0.016
0.010
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.009

0.41
0.42
0.44
0.34
0.29
0.31
0.32
0.44
0.66
0.69
0.73
0.78
0.42
0.45
0.54
0.56
0.58

0.66
0.55
0.55
0.53
0.56
0.57
0.59
0.60
0.58
0.56
0.59
0.58
0.54
0.59
0.55
0.53
0.57

0.78
0.69
0.70
0.63
0.63
0.65
0.67
0.74
0.88
0.89
0.94
0.97
0.68
0.74
0.77
0.77
0.81
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Table XXVII. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 491.9 MeV
with the CH2 targets. The cross sections were adjusted to 491.9 MeV
to account for the differences in energies between the CH2 targets
and the LHj target.

(deg.)

18.S3
20.35
22.06
23.78
25.52
27.22
28.93
30.65
32.37
34.09
35.81
37.53
39.26
40.97

Wlab
(mb/srad)

19.256 ± 0.405
18.169 ± 0.354
17.541 ± 0.332
17.278 ± 0.271
16.794 ± 0.262
15.515 ± 0.224
15.100 ± 0.207
14.342 ± 0.193
13.650 ± 0.188
12.583 ± 0.126
12.084 ± 0.121
11.541 ±0.117
10.935 ± 0.116
10.480 ± 0.106

'cm.

(deg.)

41.50
45.26
48.98
52.68
56.38
60.01
63.64
67.27
70.87
74.45
78.01
81.54
85.07
88.53

(mb/srad)

4.240 ± 0.089
4.083 i 0.080
4.029 ± 0.076
4.066 ± 0.064
4.058 ± 0.063
3.849 ± 0.056
3.853 ± 0.053
3.770 ± 0.051
3.702 ± 0.051
3.527 ± 0.035
3.506 ± 0.035
3.472 ± 0.035
3.416 ± 0.036
3.404 ± 0.034

Stat.(%)

1.88
1.84
1.78
0.88
0.96
0.86
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.46
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.55

Uncertainty

Sys. (%)

0.94
0.64
0.64
1.30
1.23
1.16
1.08
1.06
1.10
0.89
0.84
0.84
0.89
0.85

Tot. (%)

2.10
1.95
1.89
1.57
1.56
1.44
1.37
1.35
1.38
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.Q6
1.01
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Table XXVIII. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 575.5 MeV
with the CH2 targets. The cross sections were adjusted to 575.5 MeV
to account for the differences in energies between the CH2 targets
and the LH2 target.

(deg.)

33.52
35.23
36.95
38.68
40.39

(mb/srad)

11.072 ±0.117
10.401 ± 0.110
9.860 ±0.104
9.340 ± 0.101
8.817 ± 0.095

^c.m.

(deg.)

74.23
77.81
81.35
84.90
88.38

(sn)
(mb/srad)

3.039 ± 0.032
2.960 ± 0.031
2.913 ± 0.031
2.871 ± 0.031
2.822 ± 0.030

Stat.(%)

0.35
0.35
0.35
0.37
0.36

Uncertainty

Sys. (%)

1.00
1.00
0.99
1.02
1.02

Tot. (%)

1.06
1.06
1.05
1.09
1.08

Table XXIX. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 641.6 MeV
with the CH2 targets. The cross sections were adjusted to 641.6 MeV
to account for the differences in energies between the CH2 targets and
the LH2 target.

*Ub

(deg.)

33.51
35.23
36.94
3868
40.40

(^)lab
(mb/srad)

9.072 ± 0.098
8.322 ±0.091
7.778 ± 0.087
7.236 ± 0.082
6.787 ± 0.080

"cm.

(deg.)

74.99
78.58
82.13
85.70
89.19

(*L
(mb/srad)

2.471 ± 0.027
2.354 ± 0.026
2.288 ± 0.026
2.219 ± 0.025
2.171 ± 0.026

Stat.(%)

0.51
0.52
0.53
0.56
0.54

Uncertainty

Sys. (%)

0.95
0.96
0.99
0.98
1.05

Tot. (%)

1.08
1.09
1.12
1.13
1.18
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Table XXX. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 728.2 MeV with
the CH2 targets. The cross sections were adjusted to 728.2 MeV to
account for the differences in energies between the CH2 targets and the
LH2 target.

Slab

(deg.)

32.93
34.66
36.38
38.11
39.82

Wlab
(mb/srad)

6.538 ± 0.070
5.758 ± 0.064
5.202 ± 0.061
4.708 ± 0.056
4.298 ± 0.053

'cm.

(deg.)

74.70
78.34
81.92
85.49
88.98

(mb/srad)

1.743 ± 0.019
1.597 ± 0.018
1.503 ± 0.018
1.420 ± 0.017
1.354 ± 0.017

Stat.(%)

0.56
0.58
0.60
0.63
0.62

Uncertainty

Sys. (%)

0.92
0.95
1.01
1.02
1.06

Tot.

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

(%)

08
11
17
20
23

Table XXXI. Laboratory and center-of-momentum cross sections for 793.0 MeV
with the CH2 targets. The cross sections were adjusted to 793.0 MeV
to account for the differences in energies between the CH2 targets and
the LH2 target.

lab
Uncertainty

(deg.) (mb/srad) (deg.) (mb/srad) Stat.(%) Sys. (%) Tot. (%)

32.36
34.09
35.79
37.53
39.25

5.523
4.730
4.180
3.827
3.423

±

±
±
±

0.062
0.055
0.054
0.052
0.044

74.18
77.82
81.39
84.99
88.52

1.444
1.288
1.186
1.135
1.062

±

±
±
±

0.016
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.013

0.63
0.66
0.69
0.74
0.72

0
0
1
1
1

.93

.95

.08

.13

.05

1.12
1.16
1.28
1.35
1.27
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APPENDIX A

POISSON STATISTICS FOR BEAM COUNTING

The experiment was run with low beam currents, ~ 0.01 pA, and the probabil-

ity of a given rf pulse containing more than one particle was quite low; generally the

rate was about 1 particle per 10 rf pulses. Yet, should a pulse contain more than one

proton, the beam counter detection system will only count one particle. A correction

factor based on a Poisson distribution was introduced from the following derivation

to take this into account. The Poisson distribution as opposed to the binomial distri-

bution was used for this problem because the Poisson distribution is a limiting case

of the binomial distribution for a small probability of occurrence. This is a reason-

ably good approximation for low beam currents with a beam intensity which is not

erratic. Time-dependent effects were considered60 but only a minimal treatment will

be presented here.

Three fast beam scintillator detectors were placed in the proton beam upstream

of the hydrogen target and corresponding fast (300 MHz) electronics were used to

discriminate the signals from them to reduce background events. A coincidence (in a

2-of-3 majority mode) was formed between the discriminator outputs and was defined

as the number of rf micropulses which contained at least on proton, B. Furthermore,

a coincidence circuit was set up between B and itself (see ?ig. 10) delayed by some

increment, k, and the output was connected to a sealer module. The values of k were

multiples of the beam-bunch spacing, either 5 ns or 100 ns spacing. For simplicity,

only the 5 ns setup will be discussed as the theory is the same for both cases. For

this experiment, the sealer values B, B • B5, B • B$ • Bio, and B • B5 • Bio • #15 were

taken for each data run. Also, B • B\Q and B • B\$ were kept for comparison with

B • B5 as these three sealer values should be equal within the statistical uncertainty.

The fact that these three sealer values were comparable for low beam-rate data runs

was a good indication that the beam intensity was not erratic over the 15 ns range.

From Poisson statistics, the probability of finding n particles in a micropulse is
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Pn = ^ p . (26)

where /i is the average number of particles per micropulse and is more commonly

known as the Poisson parameter. Therefore, the total number of particles is:

n=l

n=l

where Nrf is the number of beam rf micropulses for the data run. The value of fi

can also be calculated as the ratio of the total number of beam particles to the total

number of micropulses (*&*) provided that the beam rate was reasonably constant.

A series expansion of ln(l — x) with a; = 1 — e~M leads to the identity

m
m=l

with the results

m
7 7 1 = 1

(27)

The summation of Eq. (26) over all possible values of n must equal unity, which

allows for the easy expression for the probability of finding one or more particles in a

rf micropulse as

= 1 - e""

with PQ equal to the probability that no particle was accelerated during a given

rf micropulse. The probability that one or more particles occupies two adjacent rf

micropulses is (1 — e~^)2
t and similarly for three adjacent micropulses to contain one

or more particles, the probability is (1 — e~M)3.
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Based on the arguments above, the number of times that at least one particle

was found in a micropulse is:

Nx = JVrf(l - c-").

The number of times that two and three adjacent micropulses were occupied is:

N2 =

and

N3 = JVrf(l - e-")3,

respectively. Now, from these expressions, B • B$ = N2, B • B$ • B\Q = N$, and

B'B5B1Q-B1S =JV4.

The probability of two adjacent micropulses containing at least one particle is

the same as the probability that one micropulse contains two particles, the probability

of three adjacent micropulses containing at least one particle is the same as the

probability that one micropulse contains three particles, etc. This allows for the

substitution of B for (1 - e"") in Eq. (27) as well as ^ for (1 - e"")2,

(1 - e-")3, and *•*»•*«>•*» for (1 - e"")4. This yields:

B • .f?s B - B$- Bio . B • B$- Bio • Bis
"lB~ + 35 + 4B

For this experiment, the first four terms of Eq. (29) were kept as sealers. A typical

data set with an average Poisson parameter, fi = 0.01, resulted in a correction to B

of about CB « 1-008.

Certainly this procedure allows for error by not retaining all terms in the series,

but for low beam rates, the higher order terms are normally zero. The uncertainty

in this procedure can be estimated from the following arguments. Let A = 1 — e~li,

then Eq. (29) can be rewritten as:
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i m

ln(l - A)

but it is also given by

A A2 A3

where Nr is the sum of the remaining terms in the series. From this the deviation

from the real number of particles should be no greater than:

B -B -B(l - — -
\ 2 3

or

= ~B

For this experiment, ^ ^ was typically less than 0.1%.
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APPENDIX B

COULOMB MULTIPLE SCATTERING

Typically, coulomb multiple scattering derivations begin with an understanding

of single-particle coulomb scattering and then proceed to apply this to the few-particle

or many-particle case. For most experiments in nuclear physics, a simple formula from

Highland,94

where /?c is the velocity of the incident particle, p is the momentum of the particle in

^ p , z is the atomic number of the incident particle, and -%- is the thickness of the

scattering medium in radiation lengths. This method uses a Gaussian approximation

of the central 98% of the projected angular distribution with OQ being the width of

that Gaussian distribution. For this experiment, a more complex procedure based

on Moliere theory75 and tables from Stork93 was used to determine the correction for

coulomb multiple scattering for the scattered and recoil protons.

Ultimately, the coulomb multiple scattering correction was determined by cuts

placed on the RSQ spectra discussed in the section on background subtraction. The

correction was then estimated by taking the probability that either the scattered or

recoil protons were coulomb-multiple scattered outside of the kinematic cut. The

kinematic cut is, in reality, an angular cut on the difference between the expected

and measured scattering angles.
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APPENDIX C

SOLID ANGLE UNCERTAINTY FROM

UNCERTAINTY IN WIRE SPACING

To first order, the uncertainty of the solid angle, Afi, due to the uncertainty

in the MWPC wirespacing can be derived from a two-dimensional diagram of the

experimental setup shown in Fig. 26. With the approximation 0 w tan 8, then

where dj is the wire spacing for chamber j . The wire number, TO,*, corresponds to a

bin edge for an angle, #*, determined by a ray traced back to the origin a distance of

DJT from the appropriate MWPC plane. The subscript k = 1,2 refers to the edges of

the angular bin. The distance between chambers is denned as DM- Grouping terms

in Eq. (30) as factors of the wire spacing yields:

A a ~ ("22 n21) J ("n nn) j , _ n

A6 ^ — d2 — - u l . (31)

The uncertainty in A0 from one chamber can be found by taking the derivative

of Eq. (31) with respect to the wirespacing for the given plane. Hence, taking the

derivative of Eq. (31) with respect to d\ gives:

The derivative with respect to i% is:

( 3 3 )

The angular bin, A0, can also be found in terms of a single plane and its distance

from the target:
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M2

JZT

FIG. 26. Two-dimensional diagiam of experimental setup.

and

j (34)

("22 - n2i)
(35)
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for the forward and backward planes, respectively. These two terms are equal to each

other. A rearrangement of Eqs. (34) and (35) and substitution in the derivatives

yields:

and

DMd2

The two derivatives can be rewritten in terms of percent uncertainties and combined

as:

/J52 rAd2\ . . . .

l ^ 7 " 4 " J • (36)

In other words, the contribution of wire-spacing uncertainty for an individual

MWPC plane to the systematic uncertainty scales like the distance of the target to

the plane divided by the distance between chamber planes. A similar expression for

—2np is can be combined with Eq. (36). The solid angle uncertainties from the wire

spacing range from 0.16 to 0.25 depending on the distances from the chambers to the

target center.
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APPENDIX D

DETECTOR SYSTEM EFFICIENCIES

DERIVED FROM BINOMIAL STATISTICS

The overall beam counter system efficiency, eB, and the overall scintillator ho-

doscope efficiency, es, were determined from the individual detector efficiencies based

on rules for combining probabilities. The uncertainties for the overall efficiencies were

determined from binomial statistics based on the fact that only two outcomes were

possible when a particle passed through a detector: the particle was either detectt«l

or missed. For the beam counter system, an event was registered if two of the three

detectors produced a signal in coincidence with a rf pulse. For the scintillator ho-

doscope system, the requirement for a good event was that three of the four detector

planes registered a hit at the same time.

If a detector system contains four detectors, then the probability that any three

of the detectors registered a hit, P3, can be determined from the efficiencies of the

four individual detectors that make up the system. This statement can be written

mathematically as:

Pa = P(l, 2,3) + P(l, 2,4) + P(l, 3,4) + P(2,3,4) + P( l , 2,3,4), (37)

where P(l,2,3) is the probability that only detectors 1, 2, and 3 indicated a hit

and detector 4 for some reason failed. Likewise, P(l,2,4), P(l,3,4), and P(2,3,4)

are the probabilities representing the other possible ways that only three of the four

detectors registered a hit; the detectors that were hit are indicated by the numbers

in parentheses. The final term, P(l,2,3,4), is the probability that all four detectors

detected an event. Each of the terms of Eq. (37) can be represented in terms of

detector efficiencies. The probability that detectors i, j , and k registered a hit and

detector I did not is given by P(i,j,k) = e;£,efc(l - £j), where £j, EJ, etc. are the

individual detector efficiencies. The detector efficiencies are simply the probability
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that a detector registered a hit when an event occurred. This means that the final

factor, (1 - Ei), is the inefficiency of detector I. The probability that all four detectors

were hit is ^(1,2,3,4) = e<ej£fcej. These definitions and Eq. (37) applied to the

scintillator hodoscope efficiency, es yields:

£s = £s1
£s2

£s3(
1 ~ £sA) + £s1

£s2
£sj,1 ~ £s3) +

 £s1
£s3

£s4(1 - £s2)

+e*2
es3

£s4(1 ~ Est

After combining like terms, this reduces to:

£s1
£s3

£s3
£si-

£s = £
Sl

£s2
£s3 + £

S l
£ s 2

£ s 4 +
 £

Sl
£sa

£s4 + £s 3
£s 3

£s 4 - ^£
Sl

£s2
£s3

£st- (38)

This derivation applies directly to the scintillator hodoscope system, whereas a

similar derivation yields the overall efficiency for the beam counter system:

£B = £BX
£B2 + £

Bl
£B3 + £B2

£B3 - 2£B£B2
£B3

The uncertainty for the scintillator hodoscope counter system is derived by the

general formula:

sTot
\

where Ae5. is the uncertainty of the efficiency for an individual scintillator plane.

Prom Eq. (38), j ^ 3 - can be easily derived for each term to give:
si

£
Sl

£s4

(40)

+ K£
Sl

£s2 + £
S l

£ s 3 +
 £s2

£s3 ~ 3£Sl
£

S/s3)A£54

Each term, Aes., can be determined from binomial statistics. For instance, the

efficiencies of scintillators are determined by the ratio of the number events detected

by a scintillator, Np, to the number of events that passed through the detector, Nf.

Analytically, this statement is expressed as:
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5« Nt'

Since NK can be either true or false for a given test event, the uncertainty in NK is

given by the binomial distribution

(41)

Of course, a minimal uncertainty is associated with Nt, because Nt is the number of

test particles. Should the overall system be inefficient, some test particles might be

missed entirely. Nevertheless, this uncertainty is expected to be negligible.

(42).

Expressions (40) and (42) determine the overall scintillator hodoscope efficiency and

statistical uncertainty. A similar and somewhat simpler expression for the beam-

counter scintillator system is written:

£B = £B1
EB2 + £B1

£B3 + £B2
£B3 ~

with a statistical uncertainty of:

B
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